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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

ve been many changes in agriculture during the past 50 years.

Capi is been substituted for labor in the form of new equipment. The

>nt Df insecticides, pesticides, and herbicides has had a marked effect

-se in production. Marketing oporations have become more complex

broversial as well. New farm organizations (such as integration,

con farming, and corporation farming) have added to changes with which

m ..onagers must cope. Farm size has increased in order to make the adoption

of new technology profitable.

These changes have required a higher level of management in order to

-eve the most profitable rate of output. When these changes occurred, the

. level of management was not available. It could not be purchased like a

, :e of equipment or another quarter section of land. This high level of

Lt was necessary if farm managers were to properly direct their actions

te decision-making process.

Purpose

h level of management has to be developed from the existing manage-

... development, studies have to be made and coordinated in order to

3 ill _' 'arm management. Thus far, emphasis has been on improving

!S and techniques rather than upon improving the efficiency of

s itself.



of this study to explore just ono area of f.- r i

.".10 decision-making process. Vory littlo work has boon done

:e their decisions, and evon lccn has boon done or. how fa:

docisions. Until such work as this has been completed, it will

for --s to obtain the high level of management required

Derations effectively. It was the purpose of this study to fir.d

:actly what the farmers did in their decision making. However, it was not

-'pose of this particular paper to find out why they acted as they did.

s not set up to gather the proper information to do this. Actually,

it for or to rationalize the farmers' actions would be a separate study.

Objective

etive of this paper was to determine how selected Kansas farmers

-sions and to determine how these same farmers carried out the

-cutive function on specified decisions in their farm businesses. A greater

5 of the decision-making process is needed in order to develop

.nd programs for improving the executive ability of farmers.

iy has been just a part of a long-range project designed to

.derstanding of the entire managerial process. When this long-

_s been completed, then it will be possible to develop the

. level of management needed to operate under the new changes.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW 0? LITERATURE

j ose of this section is to become acquainted -with some of the

t has already been written about decision making in farm management,

. alar emphasis on the executive function of the manager. A review of

rial "will facilitate in the understanding of this study, as well as to

a brief summary of other studies that have been completed.

Zarly Concepts of Management

-o early general economists rarely considered managerial concepts as such.

considerations of management were usually derived from an explanation of

fits. From time to time, writers would refer to profits as a payment for

ris tgi supervision, and administration. Thus, Adam Smith recognized

hen he wrote that,

the lowest ordinary rate of profit must always be something
more than what is sufficient to compensate the occasional
Iosogs to which every employment of stock is exposed. It

is this surplus which is clear profit.

th recognized that profits as defined included wages for supervision and, in

mar. . s1 ^os, skill.

her economist, J. B. Say, came somewhat closer to serving the needs of

gricult sts. He conceived of a master agent having the reputation of

he Wealth of Nations (New York: Random House, Inc., 1937),
p. S



o, integrity, and r irity; and he wrote that "t

.ires a combination of moral qualities which include J .t,

knowledge of the world, as well as of business." This master

. is "called upon to estimate, with tolerable accuracy, the importance J

z pre \iz 3 the probably amount of demand, and the method of production.

but he still failed to provide a systematic pre-

dion of the managerial concepts and principles for use in learning, teach-

i .agement

.

As - sonomists refined economic theory, they became less and less

it. Refinement was easier when the changes and f v:.z

•Id . are assumed away and perfect knowledge was assumed. Under these

ions, there was no need for management. Among these economists ras

, who, while not having a specific theory of management, hit uj

points in his discussion of profits and business ability. He wrote,

business power is highly nonspecialized, because in the
large majority of trades technical knowledge and skill

some every day less important relative to the broad and
i.-sed faculities of judgment, promptness, resource,

carefulness, and steadfastness of purpose .2

-. points made by Marshall included the idea that interest rates

ly cover the earnings of management and payment for risk bearing,

is related to managerial earnings and managerial earnings are rare,

-os, and that supply and demand schedules exist for managerial

rting later, argued that the existence of a change accour.

and that, in turn, the existence of imperfect knowledge

eatise on Political Sconomy , He 2, Chapt. ?, as reported t

.r, .

i
(New York: Longmans, Green, and Co.,

- -? •

LI, Princl

-

"

; of Economics (London: MacMillan and Co. Ltd.,



s for management. Thus, management became a uso >ol to

struggle with the imporroct knowlodgo resulting from a change.

Recent Studies

ne of the most recent and intensive studies was the Interstate Managerial

. . -3). The IMS was devised by the North Central Farm Management Research

I conducted by members of its Risk and Uncertainty Subcommittee.

Its purpose was to verify previous managerial concepts that were thought to have

results of this cooperative effort have been presented in bulletins

and have been used to improve recent textbooks in farm management.

Glenn Johnson had previously defined the functions of a manager. These were

:

(i) observation; (2) analysis; (3) decision; (4) taking action; and (5) acceptance

o
of responsibility.'" These were the five functions that a manager, operating in

nee of continuous change and only partly informed, must perform suc-

cessfully if he was to succeed in his farm business.

>hnson then thought that "problem definition" should be added as the first

step before observation.-^ According to Johnson, these six functions are viewed

.errelated parts of a whole process which has continuity through time. Also,

ssification is viewed as one of several alternatives, some of which might

more useful than others.

Fri ik [night, Risk g Uncertainty, and Profit (London: London School of
and Political Science, 1937 )» Reprint No. 16, p. 135*

2
-il E, Haver and Glenn L. Johnson, Decision-Making Principles in Farm

-. Exp. Sta. Bui. 593, 1953, p. 8'.

-^Glenn L. Johnson, et aJL. , A Study of ;rial Processes of Midwestern
Iowa: The Iowa State University Press, lyol), p. 172.



o Knight, with change and imperfect knowledge o ;ly so

-• »t continually learn to adjust. As a cer.. ice, they

time learning and making docisions on tko basis of what they learn

.

jo of management is the process of learning and adjusting.

also defined five broad categories which managers must study as a

jse adjustments. These categories are: (l) price structures .

~ ; (2) lotion methods and responses; (3) prospective technological

s; (k) the behavior and capacities of people associated with farm busin

- (5) the c ccncnic, political, and social situations in which a farm business

tes.

Jot :.oted that in making decisions certain psychological patterns appe

. -*sor;s adjusted to their present income level and social status

attach increasing importance to increases in income as the changes

inv< become large enough to make significant improvements in their socic-

level possible. This condition causes persons to accept long chances

\.ns capable of bringing about major changes in their level of living

. appear to be quite unfavorable ,
J

in connection with decision making, certain strategy principles are

Part of these strategies are impersonal; i.e., the manager sometimes

impersonal economic or physical system which does not respond

included among these principles are the insurance principles,

principles , and flexibility principles. The other strategy

, .it, ] isk, Uncertainty, and Profit (New York: Koughton-Mifflin

,

...

>n, Zee - -ing Principles in Farm Management,

n, Concepts for Agriculturalists , Ky. Exp, S ..

...
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co porsonal in nature and arc employed mainly by managers deal

i

* individuals or organizations capable of responding to the . >rs f

is. The personal strategy principles deal with the use of force in a

for. disposal of the manager, the exploitation of a strategic position,

co. up intentions, and discovering an opponent's intentions

.

. work by Johnson, L. A. Bradford, and Cecil Haver has resulted in

definitions of five knowledge situations. This was an extension of Knight's

2
states of knowledge which were certainty, risk, and uncertainty. Of the

:ategories set up by Johnson and his workers, three involve subjective un-

certainty, one subjective risk, and one subjective certainty.

ten subjective uncertainty exists, there are three situations of this im-

rfect state of knowledge: the inactive, learning, and forced action situations.

- 'st two of these three decisions are similar in that the manager concerned

regards his knowledge of a contemplated business action as inadequate but will-

;ly takes one of two alternative actions; he decides to learn, or feeling

ng is not worthwhile, ho refuses to act to loam. The third situation

exists when outside influences force him to take action even though he feels

3
. information is inadequate.

An inactive situation is one in which what is known is insufficient for

positive action, and in which it is felt that the cost of learning exceeds the

would be learned. In this case, the manager neither acts nor tries

to learn. In the learning situation, the action under consideration is postponed

Did.

ht, Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit , p. 62.

Johnson, Decision-Making Principles in Farm '-.an - :.t t p. 11.



i, because it is felt that what car. be learned _c .

cost of obtaining it. In the forced, action situation, soi

tees force action oven though the existing state of technology

aquatej and if time were available, more knowledge coul

cost less than its value.

jective risk situation exists, the manager does not see the

-.Its of a contemplated action perfectly, but nevertheless has enough

:ion ^acquired through learning and experience) to decide whether or not

Further, he is willing to accept the conseojuences of decisions and

The manager does not know everything about the decision, but he knows

. about the possible outcomes to be willing to make the choice and bear

lity. When a subjective certainty situation exists, the managers

perfect knowledge concerning a contemplating action, but their

n becomes nearly enough perfect for them to operate as though

2
they had perfect knowledge

.

farmers interviewed in the IMS indicated that the subjective certai

r acts as though he has perfect knowledge) category was important.

jective uncertainty category, the forced action situations were

the learning situation appeared to be particularly important; and

ive risk category also appeared to be important to the farmers.-'

also secured information on what kinds of farmers use different

- 3j . tion in making and carrying out their decisions. Analysis

-cation was positively correlated with: the use of extension

..it station publications as sources of information; the use

., p. 12.

_Z ic for Agriculturalists , p. ^7

•



nt people as a source of production information; and with the i

1
;azines.

Two Kajor conclusions were found. First, farmers who have comply, .c

es in scnool use more sources of information. Second, farmers who hi

ted higher grades depend upon more direct sources of information such as

cov its, agricultural teachers, government people, and extension and ex-

station publications

.

It was also found that in carrying out decisions that, pertained to organic

far. - the J I'.uers were more concerned about types of information having long-

. Lications. In carrying out decisions that pertained to the operating of

. ms , the farmers were more concerned with short-lived information involving the

2
possibilities of short-run changes in the operation of their farms

.

In the IMS, the farmers surveyed sought information in making and carrying

cut decisions from various sources. The land-grant system appeared to be a gcod

source of static information on existing production methods. Commercial sources

red to provide dynamic information more effectively, particularly on: (l)

prices, in which case the radio, press, and local markets were important; and

(2) on new developments and inventions, in which case the radio, press, and farm

-lers were important. The Farm Bureau, government agencies, the

press, and radio appeared to be good sources of information on government

and -;a>:es. The manager himself appeared to be his o\m best source of

lation on human nature problems .-^

-J. | et_al., . , Study of >hr. arterial Processes of Midwestern Farmers ,

2
*, p. 3^.

serial Concepts : 'or Agriculturalists , p. 46.
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Neglect of Some Aroas of Study

cs initially regarded observing , analyzing, d tig,

responsibility bearing to be the five important functions of m 3,

tions of acting and bearing responsibility were not given much attention

ctudy. No empirical results were available to report on cue.

unctions as carrying out the decisions after they have been made and

- ig the responsibility of the decisions.

cording to Johnson, the neglect of these two functions in the IMS is

I ly a metier of happenstance, partly the absence of classifications and

to guide emperical work, and also partly of the philosophic position the

^ ers were adhering to . Each philosophic position they held was only

one of a number of competing positions held as a matter of accident in their

educational histories, rather than as a result of careful consideration

of alternative philosophic positions.

The vastness of management as an area of study made impossible the complete

ge of all managerial functions. Thus, since a complete study could not be

the functions, action taking and responsibility bearing were neglected

studies.

ce of classifications and theory with respect to these two functions,

in c to the readily availability of classifications and theories in other

. it .'.able to neglect action taking and responsibility bearing,

bo Johnson, the inadequate conditionally normative set of mind

-•hers caused them to assume that managers had well-defined

>n, et al . , A Study of '
*: ":. Processes of stern Farmers ,
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normative concepts and well-defined problems. The IKS was deficient in th

;e that it did not treat problem definition as a specific managerial function

lat it did not place sufficient emphasis upon the processes where managers

-lop and use normative concepts in defining and solving problems. The IMS

tors assumed that farmers had already defined their own problems

;

-jo, no specific attempt was made to investigate the process where by farmers

:ize and develop problems. Responsibility bearing relates normative con-

cepts or values to decision making via action. Thus, the neglect of the normative

as a consequence of the conditionally normative set of IMS researchers led,

logically, to the neglect of responsibility bearing and acting.

Johnson also noted that further research on managerial processes should

include specific attention to action taking (the executive function) and

responsibility bearing. If such research is approached from a more normative

philosophy than followed by IMS researchers, the relevant questions concerning

responsibility bearing will probably be more apparent.

When detailed understanding of normative structures is available, detailed

questions will arise about the relationships between such normative structures

and specifications for decisions.

lestions about specifications will also likely involve other questions

ability to execute decisions. The skilled executive, it is hypothesized,

is able to carry out less accurate decisions than the less skilled executive

.

r, the executive skills of a manager may vary according to the nature of

process being organized and supervised. Thus, knowledge about different

ids of executive skill is important in understanding specifications for

2
,:_sions s observation, and analysis.

"_.._-. pi l-.-l.

2
Ib: .
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iont of vertically integrated farm business, cor. ,

• r-than-family farm businoss, executive skills may take on

Ltional importance in agriculture. The relatively greater exper ..
' of

. . . !.d-southern , and western farmers with the administration of

farms suggests that studies of the executive function or process

a advantageously in these areas of the world.

Eor reasons explained by Johnson, trie IMS largely ignored trie action or

cutive :ion. Farm management texts usually have very little material

the executive function. The largest exposition to date of the executive

is by Warren H. Vincent, et al», but his emphasis is almost entirely on

/visory aspects of execution. Vincent claims that this supervision

involves a .^ous series of problem solutions which require perception,

and analyzing of information, and the ability to arrive at a decision

of what to do

.

.nheimer, in his study, defined a skilled executive as one who is able

to ] with given physical resources—more actions than a less skilled

Executive skills consist of physical skills, technical skills,

2
blic relation skills.

Jo] is argued that management is not an input. He defines management

-•oiler of which, how much, when, and under what conditions inputs

- in production functions.

•on Vincent, et al., Economics and Management in Agriculture (Englewood
Jersey: Prentice-Kail, Inc., 1962), pp. 27-30.

..eimer, "Executive Skills and Executive Capacity in Farm

.

" Joj _ cs, (I j. 19o2), p. 1?75

•

dology for Handling the Manager! .ut," wor"..

the Southern Farm .^.nagement Research Committee and
titute.
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cording to Partonheimor, past theories havo said tht : cannot

into the production function and a coofficient estimated for it because

:

(i) it is impossible to measure management; and (2) as a result of this measure-

it problem, management is included as a fixed input in physical experiments

hich input coefficients are measured. If one accepts Johnson's con-

itions management is not an input and that the exercise of skills are

rt of the management process, then execution must be considered a mechanical

iction. If execution is a mechanical function, then the authors have been

jus; . in the past of their sparse treatment of execution.

rtenhejouer believes conversely xd-th Johnson that management is an input

executive skills include physical, technical, supervisory, and public

relation skills. These contentions indicate that the executive function is a

worthwhile area of study."

o studies that have been done on the executive function of management

are limited indeed. This limitation should be corrected with new studies aimed

the farm managers more aware of the importance in carrying out decisions

enheimer, "Executive Skills and Executive Capacity in Farm Management,"

1 - 1777.

2
T:



CHAPTER III

SCOPE AND PROCEDURE

Source of Data

. insas Farm Management Association is part of the Extension Service of

Si
i Jniversity. The Farm Management Association, which was established

_, consists of six individual associations which cover all 105 counties

There are 3250 farmers participating in this program.

cm. records are kept by every Farm Management Association member and are

.yzed annually by the association fieldmen. The results of these records are

. . . Liable to Kansas State University for research purposes.

Far I .gement Association members were selected for this study for

1 reasons. First, they all had complete farm records which were available

to the . irsity. This simplified the gathering of data which were used in

These data were obtained from the fieldman of the association

sele _'or this study. Second, Farm Management Association members tend to

re cooperative than nonmembers • They realize the results of the research

m in the future. In fact, many of the association members have

i in research studies before, so it was not new to many of them,

.'iew technique used required the interviewer to obtain detailed personal

. the farmers . The depth of interview used to obtain the detailed

ted in responses fro:.. farmers that were too lengthy to be

J. H., Department of Economics, Kansas State University,

13



.,..::. Hence, a tape rocordor was employed to record .

jog for later study. Due to those circumstances, it was

necessary that the farmers had a cooperative attitude.

How the Farmers were Selected

1 -.V" farm managers were selected to be interviewed. In order to be

selected, the managers had to meet the following criteria:

1. 'Hie farmers must not have been managing their farm in partnership

i th someone else . It was felt that a manager in partnership with

someone else would be influenced in the decisions he made by his

rtner. This would not truly reflect the decisions made by the

individual managers as they actually occurred, and it would not

reflect how they were actually carried out either.

2

.

The farmers had to be cooperative • Since the interview took about

hour, the farmers had to sacrifice part of their time to be a part

of the study. Also, in order to have a successful interview, both

parties must be cooperative and understanding in order to obtain

the proper information.

3. The farmers had to operate a fairly large operation. As mentioned

previously by Johnson, large scale farmers make more decisions and are

more effective in carrying them out. This suggests that studies of

the executive function might be most fruitful among large scale

iTS,

_ ail 4 , - 1. Study of Managerial Processes of Xr.c-'.'estern Farmers ,

p. :,
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. The farmers had to bo fairly successful. This criteria

. 3causo it v:ould make tho results of this study on how

s make and carry out their decisions more meaningful. It

ill serve as a guide to other managers more if the results are

idicative of above averago managers.

5. The farmers had to live fairly close to Manhattan. This

criteria was used so the interviewer could conduct interviews and

. .11 be able to attend classes at Kansas State University.

sociation 1 was selected for this type of study because it included

and the surrounding area. A list of all the Association 1 members i

to a fern management fioldman from Association 1. He then checked tho so

at he thought would meet the first four criteria. The interviewer thon

from the reduced list 20 farmers that lived close to Manhattan or

a location that was oasy to fit into tho schedule. That is, if tho

rv: ir has to interview a farmer 50 miles away, ho might as well interview

son3 ters along the way even though they might not be the closest ones to

ttan.

Scope of the Study

The scope of this study included 20 farm managers in the Farm Management

Association 1. Figure 1 shows the approximate geographical location of each

In all, five counties were visited in carrying out tho interviews,

.ctive counties and the number of managers visited in each county were

cz s: Clay, 2; Dickinson, 5; Geary, 3; Marshall, 6; and Riley, h,

. though the locations of the interviewed operators were in the sane

ity, the type of farming was not uniform throughout the entire

livestock farms were found throughout tho entire area, '.•.heat and
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re found in the southern part of the area, while more corn was

rt of the area,

is characterized byi-d.de seasonal fluctuations. The greater

nual rainfall occurs during the growing season. "Except for so

of those along the Gulf Coast, no state in the country has as such rainfall

2
summer months as the eastern third of Kansas." However, excess

moi rly summer sometimes interferes with planting or cultivating of

ing crops, as well as wheat harvest.

Collection of Data

The data gathered from the farm management fieldman consisted of each farm

:r's net income, total investment, and change in not worth. It would have

le to have obtained this information at the time of the intervi

tho farmer. However, this would have been time consuming and

jo possible error. Also, if the information was obtained from the

at the time of the interview, the data for 1967 would not have been

because many of the interviews were conducted in 1967. The information

- led from the fieldman in 19^8 after he had analyzed his members records

,. v The desired information was obtained for four consecutive years

-67), and averages were computed to eliminate the major variances that

3 not due to the managers • actions

.

lining information on decision making was gathered by personal

". The author was the only interviewer, which helped reduce variances

. cue to differences in interpretation of the farmers' answers.

- r »
'-- ' "

'" tcr 100 Years , Kan. Agr. Zhco* Sta.,

57, p. 18.

d., p. ; .
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ointments woro made with the farmers prior to tho interviewer's visit.

brief description of tho study was sont along to familiarizo each farmer with

the purpose of tho study and with the type of information that was needed.

Hie interviews were conducted during the fall and winter months. Nearly

all interviews wore conductod, according to tho farmors' preference, at night.

The interviews were conducted in the privacy of the farmers' homos. It was

folt that this was most convenient, and tho farmers would bo moro likoly to give

a good interview if they were more at ease . If it was not possible to intorviow

a farmer at the appointed time, another appointment was made for a later date.

Out of 20 farm managers contacted to be interviewed, all 20 responded

favorably. This illustrates the cooperation that was obtained throughout the

study.



CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Sampling Procedure

A cample is a smaller representation of a larger whole. Actual observation

in complete detail would bo slow and tedious. Also, to analyze a large amount

of material is wasteful when a smaller amount would suffice. Sampling allows

more adequate scientific work by making the time of the scientific worker count.

Instead of examining mass material from one point of view, a researcher may

examine a smaller amount of material from many points of view. Sampling also

saves money.

A sample must be representative and it must be adequate. Representativeness

of sample is the careful delimination of the universe to be sampled, as well as

the definitions of the observations which are to constitute the sample. That

is, the -universe and the sample must all be defined as being the same (coincide).

—re are two types of sampling—random sampling and stratified sampling.

mpling is the selection of units to be employed in the sample. A

-dom sample is one which is drawn so that the researcher has no reason to

believe a bias will result. In other words, the units of the universe must be

so arranged that the selection process gives equal probability of selection to

every unit in that universe. Stratified sampling does not mean it does not

r ndoranessi but combines with it another method calculated to increase

am J. Coode and Paul K. HattJ Methods in Social Resear

c

l (New York:

-Hill Co.; Inc., 1952), pp. 209-13.

19
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its representativeness. Because this method does improvo representativeness,

it allows the use of a smaller sample than does simple random sampling with

creator precision and a consequent savings of money.

Stratified sampling is possible when a heterogeneous universe is divided

o a homogeneous subuniverse. A homogeneous universe requires a smaller sample

2
n does a heterogeneous universe.

A form of stratified sampling was used in this study. A heterogeneous

universe (all the farmers in Kansas) was divided into a homogeneous universe

(all those Farm Management Association 1 members who met the first four criteria

for selection). Then 20 farmers were selected from this homogonoous universe,

but they were not selected at random. Selection from the homogeneous sub-

universe was dependent upon how close the farmers lived to Manhattan. The

farmers living closest to Manhattan were selected first, those living farther

y were selected next, and those who lived a great distance from Manhattan

did not have a chance to be selected.

A sample is adequate when it is of sufficient size to allow confidence in

the stability of its characteristics. This in turn requires a measure of

sampling error o-*

The sampling error in a stratified sample is less than that in a random

pie. This refers to the mathematical concept of probability » The meaning

of the theoretical concept of probability refers to the chances that a given

statement when made is true. This means the more that is known about a subject,

the greater is the likelihood of making a correct statement. When a stratified

sample is used properly, it introduces some additional knowledge concerning the

^Ibid ., pp. 214-21.

id., p c 222.

3Ibid

.

, pp. 225-26.
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to bo observed. Consequently, the size of the sample necessary for accurate

tion of the universe decreases • If the methods for measuring the error of

a sample are applied to a stratified sample, they will always be conservative

by overstating that error.

Reliability and Validity

a adequacy of a technique for collecting data is ordinarily judged in ternu

of criteria of reliability and validity. Reliability requiros that repeated

meas ."its yield results which are identical or fall within narrow predictablo

s of variability. The criteria of validity demands that the measurements

be meaningfully related to research objectives; that is, it measures what it is

ypose to measure.

Both of these criteria apply not only to the data collection instrument,

but also to the technique and procedure specified for using the instrument.

3 reliability and validity of social data depend not only on the design of

= interview schedule, but also on the administering of the instrument—the

2
interviewing technique.

The reliability of survey data can be measured in the same way as the

3
reliability of any other kind of research data—by retest.

Unreliability in survey data can result from:

1 o Interviewing error from inconsistencies in the way the interview was

conducted

•

2. Reporting error results from vagaries of mood or attitude on the

rt of the respondent.

, pp. 228-29.

il Katz and Leon Festinger, Research Methods in the Behavioral Scic

.: The Drylan Press, 1953), ?. 323.

d. t p. *H,
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3. Sampling error is implicit whenever a cample is taken as representative

of a universe.

'+. Errors in coding, tabulation, and analysis.

5. Anything which tends to create different results under theoretical

identical conditions may contribute to unreliability.

6. Errors of memory on both parties.

Despite the many opportunities for error to enter the survey process,

there is no doubt that when surveys are conducted with proper observation of

the basic tenants of research, many types of data can bo collected with not

only tolerable but assuring reliability.

The validation of survey data often presents serious problems. The

customary procedure for establishing the validity of measurements made in

research is through comparison with an outside criterion. The most familiar

procedure for determining validity is the simple demonstration of correlation

between the measures made by the instrument and some criterion. When the

2
correlation is high, the measure is said to be valid. Unfortunately, there

is not always an acceptable criterion available when survey data are gathered.

The survey data are likely to have been done precisely because there were no

relevant data at hand.

The validation of data on attitudes, expectations, intentions, and the like

presents a problem of this kind. In this case, there is no outside "true score"

which can be taken as a criterion. The statement which the respondent makes

at the time of the interview is in itself a datum for analysis . It may or may

not correlate with other nonverbal behavior. Its usefulness for predictive

^-Ibr'-.i., p. U2,

d.; p. 286.
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. es is greater if it dooc, but its intrinsic validity is not dependent

is. Invalidity is present, of course, if the respondent consciously or

Isrcprosonts his attitudes or intontions becauso of unwillingness

to coop rate with tho interviewor

.

Despita the absonco of outside criteria, there aro many intornal tests

. can bo appliod to data to demonstrate that thoy are more than expressions

thought on tho part of tho rospondont. One finds, for example, the

al of proposals for the government to provide jobs for everyono is much

. r among the low income people than among tho high income people

.

7-icso findings aro consistent with our gonoral expectations based on other

'ormation about our society and its functioning. This is by no means as a

convincing validation of data as an established outside criterion would supply.

In the absence of such criterion, however, analysis of internal logic of survey

a can often present an impressively consistent picture.

Interview Technique

ich of the 20 farm managers selected for this study were interviewed

-dually. The interview consisted of finding what decisions the manager

. made in the last four years and how the manager carried out these decisions

.

An interview schedule serves two major functions. First, it must translate

research objectives into specific questions ; the answers to which will

ride the necessary data to test the hypothesis or explore the area set up

3 research objectives. In order to achieve this purpose, each question

;t convey to the respondent the idea or group of ideas required by the

., p. ^7.

2_., p. 48.
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sarch objectives, and each question must obtain a response which can be

analysed so the results can fulfill the research objective.

The second function of the interview schedule is to assist the inter-

viewer into motivating the respondent to communicate the desired information.

In motivating the respondent, the skills of the interviewer are of groat im-

portance, but the interview schedule does much to determine the character of

the interviewer-respondent relationship and, consequently, the quantity and

quality of data collected.

Advantages of Interviews

The interview is considerably more flexible than the questionnaire. In a

questionnaire, if the subject misinterprets a question or records his answer in

a baffling manner, there is usually little that can be done to remedy the

situation. In an interview, there is always the possibility of rephrasing the

questions to make sure they are understood or of asking further questions in

order to clarify the meaning of the subject's response. There is more

opportunity in an interviewing situation to appraise their validity than there

is in a questionnaire. The interviewer is in a position to learn not only what

2
a respondent says, but also how he says it.

Another advantage is that the respondents may give personal and confidential

information to an interviewer that they would not normally give out in a question-

naire . If the respondent has a guarantee directly from the interviewer as to how

the facts will be used and kept confidential, it will facilitate the procurring

of personal information. The interview allows the investigator to "read between

"-

•.bid ., pp. 340-41.

2.

Stewart Cook, Morton Deutsch, and Marie Jahoda, Research Methods in Social
i (Hew York: The Dryden Press, 1951) t PP« 157-58.
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the .

" and judge the respondent as to the truth in his answers.""

Lterviewing is most helpful in certain types of appraisals and analyses,

arsons who are notably successful in their occupational activities have

. methods of work, are guided by given standards, and react in a parties

, with the result that their performance is more successful than others.

killful interviewing, the investigator can note the differences between

:cessful and unsuccessful workers. The interview can be used to discover the

traits for success in almost any occupation.

The interview technique also has other advantages. It has been estimated

that for filling out evon simplest written questionnaires, at least 10 percent

of the adult population is illiterate. Complicated questionnaires, which

_uire extended written responses, can be used only with a very small percent

of the population.

Surveys conducted by personal interviews have an additional advantage over

surveys conducted by mailed questionnaires in that they usually yield a much

better sample of the population. Many more people are willing to cooperate

in a survey when all they have to do is talk. In surveys where questionnaires

are mailed to a random sample of the population, the return is as low as 25

percent.

One limitation of the interview technique involves the respondent, his

-rier.ee, his judgment, his willingness to divulge information, and his

ability to express himself clearly.

-Carter Good and Douglas Scates, Methods of Research (New York: Appleton-
y-Crofts, Inc., 195*0 » p. 637.

i, p. 638.

''Cook, LoUtsch, and Jahoda, Research Methods in Social Science , p. 159 •

id.



Typos of Interviews

The depth of reports of an interviex* varies since not everything is

reported on the same psychological level, but may be thought of as varying

along a continuum. A major problem of the interviewer is to "diagnose the

1 of depth on which his subjects are operating at any given moment and

to shift that level toward whichever end of the 'depth continuum* he finds

ropriate to the case .

" This depth interviewing seeks to get at tho

structure of motivation that is the dynamic structure of the respondent. To

learn about the dynamic structure of the individual or in other words what

:es him do the things he does. The investigator needs the depth interviews,

first, then other types of interviews may be used.

The depth interview is significantly different from other types of research

2
interviews that might appear on the surface to be similar.

1. The persons being interviewed are known to have been involved in a

particular concrete situation (such as a decision).

2. The hypothetically significant elements, patterns, and total

structure of the particular situation have been previously analyzed

by the investigator, and he has arrived at a set of significant hypotheses

concerning the meaning and effects of determinate aspects of the situation.

3. On the basis of this analysis, the investigator has developed an

interview guide outlining major areas of inquiry and the hypotheses which

locate the pertinence of the data to be obtained in the interview.

4. The interview itself is focused on the subjective experiences of the

persons exposed to the pre-analyzed situation; these reported responses

Good and Scates, '. 'ethods of Research , pp. 640-4-1.

2 I id., p. 641.
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.able the investigator to tost tho validity of his hypotheses and to

certain unanticipated responses to the situation, thus, giving rise to

fresh hypotheses.

te people do not know the real reasons for their motivation. Even if

-jocts do know their real motives, they are likely to be embarrassed at

JLing the truth, and this presents another problem. They are habituated into

; socially approved reasons and excusos; they may have boon taught not to

lain, oven when they have a valid reason; they may feel reluctant to discuss

Lly goals and needs . Depth interviewing is of major importance in discovering

the sources of one's willingness to make radical changes in his behavior. The

pth interview, applied to select individuals, provides a depth of insight

and a picture of dynamic interrelationships that questionnaires alone cannot

give

.

Tho preparation of the questions for the interview should bo done through

reful planning. Usually, the interviewer has a set of carefully prepared

questions, to be introduced into the conversation at appropriate points, although

he may vary the questions to adapt to individual circumstances . To avoid a

meaningless array of material after the interviewer has gathered his facts,

careful planning must be done in advance of the interview outlining the in-

formation necessary as a basis for conclusions that will satisfy the purpose

of the investigation.

Apart from a depth interview, there are two other types of interview's

.

are the schedule standardized interview and the nonschedule standardized

w. jiich type is appropriate for certain purposes.

1Ibid . , p. 6V3.



A schedule standardized interview is designed to collect the same in-

formation from each respondent, and the answers of all respondents must be

arable and classifiable ; that is , they must deal with the same subject

ber, and the differences or similarities between the responses must reflect

actual differences or similarities between respondents and not differences due

to the questions askod or the meaning attributed to the questions . The inter-

viewer asks the same questions in a prescribed order and records the response

on the schedule.

The nonschedule standardized interview works with a list of information

required from each respondent instead of using scheduled questions. For each

respondent, the interviewer formulates his own questions to get at the same

meaning, using prior knowledge and training as well as feedback he obtains

in the course of the interview to determine the language congenial to the

respondent. In other words, the schedule standardized interviewer asks the

same question of each respondent and hopes this will have the same meaning;

whereas, the nonschedule standardized interviewer formulates the classes of

information he is seeking and hopes he can formulate questions in such a way

that they will have the same meaning for each respondent. Thus, the inter-

viewer who is unrestricted by fixed wording of a schedule can formulate each

question in the vocabulary habitually used by the people of the educational

level, social class, ethnic background, and geographical location of each

2
respondent.

Zven though the nonschedule standardized interview has several advantages

over the schedule standardized interview, the latter was used for this study.

. schedule standardized interview was preferred for a variety of reasons.

Barbara Dohrenwend, David Kline, and Stephen Richardson, Interviewing— it;

m ]
:.s Functions (Hex/ York: Basic Book, Inc., I965), p. 3^»

2Ibid ., pp. ^5-^6.



e interviewer lacked the prior training and experience that is

cessary to conduct a nonschedule standardized interview. The interviewer

t have a groat doal of interview knowlodgo to conduct a nonschedule

.zed intorviow successfully.

>ther reason was that the group interviewed was already homogeneous.

/ rm managers did not vary significantly in educational level, social

bhnic background, and geographical when interviewing a different manager,

nonschedule standardized interview is expressly for hoterageneous groups

.bors do vary in educational level, social class, ethnic background,

. geographical location.

Development of Interview Schedule

An interview schedule was developed which was used to guide the discussion

the interview and to obtain the desired information. Some of the questions

in the interview schedule were taken from old schedules used in past survey work.

_e old schedules also provided a guide in organizing the interview schedule

used in this study. New questions were added to obtain most of the specific

data required on decision-making procedures of the farm managers . Since the old

interview schedules were concerned with something other than decision making,

.stions had to be formulated for this. The interview schedule for this

study consists of questions on decisions and strategy questions (See Appendix I).

-^The interview schedules that provided a source for some of the questions
anc Lide for the interview schedule organization were: "Proposed Questionnaire
for Use in a Survey of the Role of Management in Farming," prepared by Gle/en

m , Joel Smith, and Albort Haltor of Michigan Stato Collego for presentation
nd Uncertainty Subcommittee, North Central Farm Management Research

(
y-r); and "An Empirical Study of the Identity of the Management
culture," by D. W. Thomas of Purdue University.
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Use of Tape Recorder

In conducting tho interviews, a portable tape recorder was used to record

all 01 the conversations. It was felt that if the interviewer was free from

having to write the rosponsos of the farmers down, he would bo able to conduct

a smoother interview. This eliminated the pauses in discussion that usually

occurred because tho interviewer had to stop and write. Tho prosenco of those

pauses tended to intorrupt the farmors' rosponsos and tended to break tho farmers'

train of thought. With the use of the rocordor, the farmors wero able to koep

talking continuously until they answered the question. It was soon found that

if tho farmers wore kept talking long enough, they would eventually get the

question answered

.

With these long responses all on tape, it was only necessary to take just

the pertinent information off the tape. If a farmer's response was vague as to

meaning, it was possible to go back and to listen to the tapes again in order to

get a clearer understanding of what the farm manager meant. One could also

obtain a clearer understanding of the answers to the questions by listening

again to the entire response of the farmer (which would not ordinarily all be

written doxm if not using the recorder). Thus, the meaning of the farm managers'

responses were not taken from context.

The main disadvantage of using a tape recorder during the interviews is

that the farmers may not feel quite as free or at ease if they have to talk

into a microphone. Some people tend to be more conscious of what they are

saying when it is being recorded. This could cause them to become tense during

the interview.

The farmers were all aware their responses were being recorded. In fact,

s was made known to them even before they accepted the request to be inter-

viewed. The author, who conducted all of the interviews, feels that if having
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• corder presont during tho interview affoctod the farmers 1 res i in

y, it was not ovldont to him. Tho farmors wore complotoly at ease and

never ly indication of being afraid of what thoy were going to say.

fact, when the interviews wero over and tho tape rocordor was turned off,

would remark about thoy forgot that thine was on!

the author's opinion, tho uso of tho tapo rocordor to record for later

, information obtained during an interview proved to bo vory satisfactory.

rl ps in the future more uso will bo made of the tape rocordor in gathering

information. Some day it may eventually be a common research method if its

limitations are not completely disregarded.

Use of Case Study Method

The information that was taken off the recorded tapes was written up

in case study form. This seemed to be the most logical research technique to

The use of a statistical analysis was not practical because the sample

was not selected at random and, thus, the results would not have been meaningful.

On the other hand, with a small sample of 20 farm managers the case study

technique was more plausible. The sample was small enough that each of the

20 farmers' responses could be compared to find the differences in decision

making

.

The case studies all contain the same type of information . All of the

various decisions were written up, as well as the methods the farmers used to

carry out their decisions . The caso studies proved to be a very suitable method

of learning how the farm managers went through the decision-making process.
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Case Study Technique

References in the social science literature to "the case study method"

arc decreasing. Actually, this seems to be one result of the false distinction

between "the statistical approach" and the "nonstatistical approach," as a

consequence of which the case study method is sometimes associated with the

use of less reliable research techniques. Many times it is thought of as a

kind of intuitive approach derived from much participant observation and using

all sorts of public documents, such as letters, diaries, etc., without adequate

sampling design or checks on bias or distortion resulting from personal views

of reality.

According to Good and Scates

:

the case study method is to take into account of all pertinent
aspects of one thing or situation, employing as the unit for
study an individual, or an institution, a community, or any
group considered as a unit. The case consists of the data
relating to some phase of the life history of the unit or
relating to the entire life process, whether the unit is an
individual, a family, a social group, an institution, or a

community. The complex situation and combination of factors
involved in the given behavior are examined to determine the

?
existing status and to identify tho causal factors operating.

As an investigational procedure, case studies frequently employ supplementary

or complementary techniques . To evaluate the history of an individual or the

development process of an institution or community depends on the use of the

sources and principles of historical research. Many case studies utilize such

data gathering instruments as tests, questionnaires, check lists, score cards,

and rating scales. In most instances, direct observation is essential. The

interview may be used to observe symptoms, collect data, diagnosis, treatment,

and foilow-uo.

Goode and Piatt, Methods in Social Research , p. 330.

2Good and Scates, ] ethods of Research , p. ?2o.



jectives of the case study are no longer limited to co

"
. ..: bions or conditions of maladjustment and remedial actions. Case studies

. individuals, of effectively functioning institutions, and the behavior

groups are important today in understanding the normal rather than the

alv situation.

In developing tho case study technique, there are five essential

iracteristics to follow:

1

.

Continuity—Rofors to the steps in the case study as a cycle . The

steps include

:

(a) Recognition and determination of the statistics of the

phenomenon to be investigated.

(b) Collection of the data and facts relating to the factors

associated with a given phenomenon.

(c) Diagnosis or identification of the causitive factors as a

basis for remedial treatment.

(d) Application of the remedial treatment.

(e) Follow-up to determine the effectiveness of the corrective

measures

.

2. Completeness of data—The potential range of information includes

--.ptoms, examination results, and history.

3

.

Validity of data—All doubtful data should be verified

.

k. Confidential recording—All information should be kept confidential

just like medical ro cords.

Scientific synthesis—This is the interpretation of the evidence that

is more than mere enumeration of data secured.

.
, p « /}£. .
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re are several disadvantages in using the case study method . The

rosyonce of the researcher usually prosonts the largost and most important

The rosoarchcr comos to fool a false senso of certainty about hie

conclusions. The danger, then, doos not lie in any technical weakness of

•each, to the social processes. Tho roscarchor comes to fool that ho

could answer many more quostions about this case than can bo answered from the

secured data. This, in short, is an emotional feeling of certainty which is

h stronger than in cases of othor typos of research.

ds dangor then is one which the observer himself creates . The con-

sequences of this feeling of certainty are many, but most of them lead to a

t notation to ignore basic principles of research design. Since tho researcher

feels so very certain about the area he is investigating, he feels no need to

check the overall design of the proof. Thus, he may feel he really has a sat-

isfactory sample no matter how much he knows about the sample design.

This results in a strong temptation to extrapolate unwarrantedly . Another

consequence is the failure to make explicit the generalizations underlying the

analysis of the cases. A further danger resulting from the feeling of certainty

is the failure to test the reliability of the data recorded, the classification

usee, or the analysis of the data.

However, these difficulties may be avoided by the researcher who is willing

to follow good research planning. Being warned of the dangers which result

from the feeling of certainty, the investigator trys to develop a research

design which takes into account these dangers.

ver, the case study also has some very distinct advantages over tho

Lstical methods. First, emphasis should be placed on the wider range of

-. att, ] e-thods in Social Research , p. 33^.

2Ibid . , pp. 335-36.
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2ri0r.cc which the uso of tho case study gives to the researcher.

;e of the narrowness of most survey work, the researcher actually

res most of iiis wider range of experience in investigation at the sta-jo

of analysis when the meaning of a question is probed moro deeply. This later

stage is more fruitful, however, if thoro has boon a prior period of absorbing

the varied experiences of others . The case study is most usoful because of its

attempt to find tho meaning of the recorded data within tho life of the in-

and only later in torms of classes of individuals.

If time and money arc critical, tho rcsoarchor may utilize a questionnaire

or some form of intorview as his main technique. If he wishes to study a much

Ler range of data, he may be willing to limit the number of cases. The

student researcher will ordinarily not be able to generalize safely from a

all number of cases, but it is often true that the depth of insight afforded

2
the case study will yield a useful hypothesis for later full-scale study.

Another advantage of the case study method is the attitude of the in-

vestigator. His attitude should be one of alert receptivity of seeking rather

than testing. Instead of limiting himself to the testing of pre-existing

Dthesisi he is guided by the features of the object being studied which

results in the constant process of reformulation and redirection as new in-

formation is obtained."'

.though more easily administered quantitative techniques have tended to

replace case study techniques whore prediction must be made rapidly for a large

- of individuals, case study methods will continue to serve as a valuable

ispensable supplement to the techniques of statistics for purposes o:

It remains to bo provod that so called scientific and statistical

• 339 •

• 333.

3Cook | Deutsch, and Jahoda, Researc ' ods in Social Science , p. ^2.
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s are superior to, or oven equal to, the insights of trained workers

ecially gifted in understanding human behavior. Careful study is nee

determine the most fruitful way in which statistical and case study methods of

prediction may bo used to supplement and complement each other.



CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE CASE STUDIES

Description of the Model

le model used in this study was dovoloped by Glenn L. Johnson and

associates at Michigan State University. The model (Figure 2) shows the

various stops the manager takes in making a decision, \\nen facing a problem,

the ::a::ager may take one of two possible courses—he may act or he may take

.ion. A number of possible paths may be followed, however, in arriving

at this final decision. The model in Figure 2 illustrates these situations.

The top box represents a problem facing the manager. This problem can

faced in a situation where the manager has flexibility or where he has no

ility. Flexibility exists when the manager can defer or delay making a

decision on the problem. In the case where no flexibility exists, an in-

voluntary or forced decision is reo^uired. This situation exists when the

jr is unable to make an "informed" decision, but nonetheless is forced

by circumstances to evaluate the alternatives and decide whether or not to act.

3S to act, it is called forced positive action; and if he decides

not to act, it is called forced negative action. In some instances, the manager

ent considerable time in gathering information, but he is still not

~o decide. In other instancos a decision may be required with no

op; - . Lty to loam. In neither case has the manager been able to properly

.. Vincent, ed., Econc -.cnt in '-griculturo (Englewood
CI: .:. J i Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), p. 20.

3?
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. . te alternative positive actions or assess the consequences of 3

to act positively, he has at best an unsatisfactory basis for

le outcomo will bo. A dominant feature of this sit iion is

. .eision is made oven though uncertainty oxists

.

tit of the figure indicates the managor has flexibility and the

lity to make a voluntary decision. It should be noted that the dis-

tinction between involuntary and voluntary should not be viewed as a matter

The distinction lies entirely in whother the manager is forced to

decide before he is ready to do so willingly. Where flexibility exists, there

• e situations that can occur.

first is that no action is taken to learn, but a decision is made about

the problem. This situation exists when the manager feels he can act without

tier learning. Previous learning has resulted in generalizations or rules-

jmb that place the manager in a position to evaluate possible alternative

courses of action and decide whether or not to act without further learning.

In sor.e cases prior knowledge may be such that the manager may behave as thou

.'s that a specific outcome will occur, or that a specific range of out-

comes may occur with certainty. In other cases the manager may not be certain

self, but, nevertheless, thinks he can evaluate the alternatives well enou

to decide without learning. He does feel, however, that his information is

complete enough so that he is willing to accept the consequences of errors that

follow from his decision.

second situation is one of inaction. This situation may arise in a

-•
• f ways. In one case, the manager will avoid the decision when he does

ough information to bo ready, willing, and ablo to act and when ho does

low whether acquiring the information is worth the cost. He may not recognize

Ld., pp. 20-21,
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the problem requiring a decision, or ho may consciously dofcr consideration

problom without attempting to gather and analyze information even if a

j recognised. This latter situation may arise where the decision-maker

is unable to formulate a concept of the worth or cost of information or of the

worth or possible consequences of action. If the importance of worth of action

lot be assessed, it is unlikely that the manager will be able to develop a

concept of the value of information needed to make the decision. Inability to

do this or to develop a concept of the cost of gathering information, or both in

combination, will prevent the manager from undertaking action to learn about the

question. The key element which dominates this situation is uncertainty.

The third situation is learning. This situation exists when the manager does

not foresee the future well enough to take action but does value the need for

information more than the cost of obtaining it. Learning may involve considerable

time and effort and perhaps an outlay of money. It also may involve a series of

intermediate decisions, each leading to more learning before action is eventually

taken. Usually, much of the cost of learning involves personal effort and is a

subjective cost. How much effort and expenditure will be used in learning is an

ortant question. Actually, information should be gathered as long as the

decision-maker's evaluation of the additional cost does not exceed his appraisal

of the worth of the information. Exact measures of neither the cost nor the

value of the information are available, however. He will make some kind of

subjective evaluation of each based on the extent to which he is willing to

tolerate error and will continue his efforts as long as these additional outlays

seem worth while. When learning no longer seems worth the cost, a decision to

act or not to act will be made

.

Uncertainty dominates two situations illustrated in the model. These are:

(l) involuntary decision; and (2) the situation where flexibility exists but



taken to gather an<^ analyzo information and no decisj

• '.
'

, .

The ;or may move from the uncertainty situation where ho n - - rts

to lakes a decision on tho problem in a number of ways.

. ir.voluntary learning by just watching some act or hearing about

In other cases the manager may have sufficient information but post-

pones the decision only because he may be uncertain about what ought to be.

A period of reappraisal may resolve this conflict. In the latter case, un-

cer .' about values dominates. Once this uncertainty is removed, the

is prepared to decide on the problem without gathering or analyzing

information.

tanager may also move from a learning situation to an uncertainty

_on. In gathering and analyzing information, he may find that the prob]

.s the unforeseen complexity either in prediction or value conflicts which

id to increase uncertainty or at least prevent him from reaching a point where

he is willing to decide on the problem. In this situation, learning may cease

decision will bo made on the problem.

manager will act willingly only when the uncertainty is reduced to the

poj . .re he is willing to accept the consequences of error. He will act to

r and analyze information only if he is certain enough of its worth to be

will ~o accept the consequences (in terms of the cost of learning) if he is

;er will act on a problem only if he feels he is certain enough

of the outcome to bo willing to accept the consequences of error.

d., p. 23.

. 24.
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ition of tho Differenl of Lons

cs were written ame fo. ....

... n all of tho case studies aro road in sequence, they b :

Lonotonous duo to their repetitive form. However, this r -ion

. -o . It made it easier to compare the case studios when the desire

ion noeded was found in tho same place in each case study. Once the

1st was familiar with one case study, then he was immediately familiar

h the rest of the case studies (this is true for the reader as well). Thus,

it was possible to extract data from any case study with relative ease . If the

3 studies were not written in the same form, the analyist would have to go

through the entire case study until the desired data were found.

The case studies were analyzed to find any differences that existed in

waj -".. farm managers 1 carried out their decision-making processes. The decisions

re categorized into involuntary, complete inaction, voluntary without learning,

and voluntary with learning decisions . A summary of the findings is presented

in Table 1 (for a more thorough breakdown see Appendix III).

Table 1 indicates how many decisions of each type were made by each manager.

It shows how many decisions were carried out, how many intermediate decisions were

made, and how many primary, secondary, and tertiary decisions were made by each

r. It also shows when learning was acquired during an involuntary decision.

noticeable feature was the distribution of decisions among the various

categories. Out of a total of 80 decisions, 18 (23 percent) were involuntary

decisions, I (l percent) concerned no action to learn and no decision inaction,

(26 percent) were voluntary without learning decisions, and ^0 (50 percent)

were voluntary with learning decisj . This indicates that there were about

twice as .:j decisions requiring learning (a more certain position) as there
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were involuntary and as thoro woro voluntary without learning decisions (a more

.i position). This is probably bocauso farmors prefer certainty bo un-

certainty.

In addition to the 00 major docisions, there woro 37 intermediate decision.-.

Of those 37 i 1 (3 percent) was used by a farmer within an involuntary decision

situation, none were used by fanners within the voluntary without learning

decision situations, and "}6 (97 percent) were used by farmers within the

voluntary with learning decision situations

.

It is apparent that the sequential analysis, which consists of the inter-

mediate decisions and learning, may occur within involuntary decision situations

Just as they occur within voluntary with learning decision situations. An in-

vol y decision is forced because the manager is not ready to make the

decision willingly. He may learn awhile, make an intermediate decision, learn

some more, and still he may not be ready to make the decision willingly. It is

not a matter of time that creates an involuntary decision but the degree of

willingness. It is also apparent that most of the intermediate decisions will

occur within voluntary with learning decision situations, while in very few cases

will intermediate decisions occur within involuntary decision situations.

Frequency of the Sequential Analyses

Another breakdown is the number of major decisions that required sequential

analysis compared to the number of major decisions that did not require sequential

analysis . Since a sequential analysis may consist of more than one intermediate

decision, the results will be somewhat different than those just obtained. This

is shown in Table 2.



TABLE 2

MAJOR DECISIONS REQUIRING SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS

3 of Decision Sequential No Sequential
Analysis Used Analysis Used

titary Decisions

Voluntary without Learning Docisions

Voluntary with Learning Decisions

1

31

17

21

9

It shows that sequential analyses were usually used by the fanners within

the voluntary with learning decision situations more than they were used by the

farmers within the involuntary decision situations . A sequential analysis could

never be used by the farmers within the voluntary without learning decision

situations since a sequential analysis requires that learning take place.

Another breakdown shows the number of case studies that required sequential

analysis . Table 3 shows that once again practically all of the farm operators

>ado a decision requiring a sequential analysis made it within a voluntary

with learning decision situation,

TABLE 3

MBER OF CASE STUDIES REQUIRING SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS

i of Decision Sequential No Sequential No

Analysis Analysis Decision

Involuntary Doc ision

Vol >ut Learning Docisions

h Learning Decisions

1

IS

12 7

12 8

1 1



Therefore, if we look at individual decisions as in Table 2, or if i

look at the aggregate docisions as in Table 3i they show essentially the a

thing. Thoy show there was a strong tendency for practically all of the farmers

to use sequential analyses within voluntary with learning decision situations

and a tendency for very few farmors to uso sequential analyses within the in-

voluntary decision situations. They both show, of course, that no farmers used

sequential analyses within a voluntary without learning decision situation.

Another interesting feature to note was that only five of the 30 decisions

were not carried out. First, a distinction must be made between a decision

that was not carried out and inaction. Inaction, as explained earlier, resulted

from no action to learn and no decision on the problem. vJhen reference is made to

a decision that was not carried out, it means a decision that was made hy the manage]

but no action has been started yet to carry out the decision. Table 4 shows the

distribution of the decisions that were carried out.

TABLE Ur

DECISIONS CARRIED OUT

Type of Decision Number of Number Percent
Decisions Carried Out Carried Qui

Involuntary Decision

Voluntary without Learning Decisions

Voluntary with Learning Docisions

13

21

40

13

13

33

100$

86fo

97;-

All of the involuntary decisions were carried out, which suggests that the

mar.-.. t*s facing this situation had no alternative but to act positively in some

manner. Essentially, they were forced into solving the problem, and solving the

problem required some form of action. Eighty-six percent of the voluntary without



Lecisions wore carried out. This was the lowest for ..

rs wore in a situation of uncertainty • an

.nation and no learning was done to remove the uncertainty, the

rs were undoubtedly more hesitant about carrying out their decision

.

Especially, if carrying out the docision meant risking the managers* operations.

the other hand, the managers who made voluntary with learning decisions carried

out 9? percent of their decisions. The learning reduced the uncertainty of the

id they were able to carry out more decisions. There was not ac :.

risk i] . clved because they had time to be more certain about the outcome of their

decisions, and, thus, less chance to lose when they carried out their decisions.

Testing the Decision Model

The individual decisions of the case studies were compared to the mo

. dbed in the previous section. Every decision was studied and analyzed to

- if it fit the model. Actually, the model was being tested to see if it was

properly constracted and was truly representative of the way decisions 1 lade

, carried out. If the model could explain how each decision in the case studies

was made and carried out, then it should be representative of most all decisions.

One thing that must be remembered, however, is the limitation of this study.

There were only 80 decisions from 20 managers which were used to test the model.

Even if the model explained exactly how these 80 decisions were carried out,

we could not say with certainty that the model will explain how all farmers

:e decisions. If a pattern of inconsistencies between the model and the

analyzed was discovered, the representativeness of the model as

an c Lon of decision making and carrying out could be questioned.

• close inspection, it was found that the model fit correctly in 1c case

studios and fit incorrectly in L
'r case studies. Further analysis showed that the



il fit incorrectly on four separate decisions (one decision in each of :

four case studies). Caso Study No. 3 had tho first decision that was In-

consistent with the model. Tho socond docision of this caso study was an In-

voluntary decision. However, this involuntary decision required a complete

[uential analysis (learning and intermediate docision) before tho decision

could be made. The model did not account for this manager's actions. This was

an example of how a manager could acquire information and make intermediate

decisions and still be forced into the decision, because he was not ready to

make it willingly. The fourth decision of Case Study No. 5, the second

decision of Case Study No. 9» and the first decision of Case Study No. 1^ were

also inconsistent with the model tested. These last three decisions differed

in about the same manner. They consisted of involuntary decisions that required

learning .(but no intermediate decisions) before the decisions could be made. The

the last three decisions differed was almost the same as the way the first

decision differed, except the first required learning and an intermediate decision,

while the last three just required learning before the decision could be made.

This was an example of how a manager acquired information by learning and still

was forced into the decision. As explained earlier, it is not a matter of a

lack of time that causes an involuntary decision, but it is how willingly the

manager is to make it. He may learn little or none, but if he was willing to

decide, it will be a voluntary decision. On the other hand, he may take con-

siderable time to learn and analyze tho information, but if he was still not

y to make the decision willingly, then it will be an involuntary decision. .

j
it Ls very evident from the four examples in the case studies and from the

tio'n of an involuntary decision that sometimes before an involuntary

dec! e a complete sequential analysis may be required or just learning

may be --oquired.



Division of the Sample into Group 1 and Group 2

Lonod boforo, thorc were four-fifths of the case studies th.it fit

vision model and ono-fifth of the case studies that did not fit the models

t could bo possiblo that the onos that did not fit the model could have Z'.

a or characteristic in common. Likexciso, the case studios that did fit

1 could also havo something in common. It would be beneficial if these

characteristics or features of the managers in the case studies could be

id<= led. These features could then be used to determine how different managers

go about making their decisions.

te interesting result wTas that one-fifth of the managers did not folio-

decision model. Of this group of four, one-fourth (one) was a dairy farmer

i three-fourths (three) were livestock-grain farmers. This ratio of one-

fourth to three-fourths for the group who did not follow the model was the very

same as the ratio for the entire 20 managers. Out of the 20 managers, one-

fourth (five) were dairy farmers and three-fourths (15) were livestock-grain

rmers. Hie equality of the two ratios for the two groups certainly suggests

.t the of farm operation had little effect on whether the manager followed

1 or not.

ble 5 consists of the number of involuntary (forced) decisions, voluntary

h:out learning decisions, voluntary "with learning decisions, and inaction

is for t 'oup that did not follow the model and for the group that

did follow the model. Each type of decision is shown as a percentage of the

tal for group. The psreentage of decisions carried out is shown for

of decision for both groups. Likewise, it shows the percentage of

- ;ions that were xy, secondary, and tertiary decisions.

inaction situation were not calculated because no decisions

. in this situation.
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the following die cue sion, tho group of four

11 bo rofcrrod to as Group 1, and tho croup of l6 U Ld foil

11 bo rofcrrod to as Group 2.

l.o re cults from Table 5 can bo compared in two ways. Group 1 can be

bo Group 2 for the three types of decisions, or the three types of

decisions can be compared with each other within individual groups. The first

comparison will be between tho different types of decisions within the in-

dividual groups.

r a total of 17 decisions made by Group 1, ^1 percent were involuntary,

12 percent i .re voluntary without learning, and ^7 percent were voluntary with

learn decisions. This group made slightly more voluntary with learning

decisions than involuntary decisions. But they made over three times as many

involuntary decisions as they r.iado voluntary without learning decisions and,

also, al losi four times as many voluntary with learning decisions as they made

volunt* fc learning decisions. Thus, Group 1 made very few voluntary

.rning decisions compared to tho other two types of decisions. It is

evident that the managers in this group had a greater chance of going through

the 1c 2 process if all throe types of decisions are considered. If t

•e able to delay their decisions so they were voluntary, there was

$ly good chance that the managers would go through the learning process

. . ry with learning decisions were made than voluntary without

decisions . It is difficult to explain those variations in typos of

decision . One evident trend is that the group who did not follow the model

.. : make many voluntary without learning decisions. It could be that those

"or le_ to nonlearnj lien these two alternatives exist. Ot

y show up when c 'actors, such as income, investment, and ex-

in bh breakdown. Another interesting trend is that 100

..11 decisions made by Group 1 were carried out.



bal of 62 decisions made by Group 2, 18 percent wore Lnvo" '.' ~y>

31 *o voluntary without learning , and 51 percent -./ore .

decisions. This group made almost twice as many voluntary

learning decisions as involuntary decisions and nearly throe times as many

voluntary with learning decisions as involuntary decisions . The group made

about twice as many voluntary with learning decisions as they made voluntary

without learning decisions. Over half of Group 2's decisions were voluntary

with learning • This indicates they did a considerable amount of learning in

solving a problem. It is also indicated that the situations which face the

agers were such that they require few involuntary decisions. Also, if the

managers were able to delay their decisions so they were voluntary (they do

this quite well), there was a good chance the managers went through the learning

process because more voluntary with learning decisions were made than voluntary

x-jithout learning. For Group 2, 100 percent of the involuntary decisions were

carried out, 8^ percent of the voluntary without learning decisions were carried

out
s
and >'- percent of the voluntary with learning decisions were carried out.

If the decisions were involuntary, they had a very strong tendency to be carried

If the decisions were voluntary, there was a greater chance the decision

Id be carried out if more learning was acquired than if no more learning was

acquired

.

In comparing the two groups, the percent of involuntary decisions made by

Group 1 was over twice the percent of involuntary decisions made by Group 2.

>le 5 shows the percent of voluntary without learning decisions made by

Group 2 was over two and one-half times more than the percent of voluntary

hout learning decisions made by Group 1. In contrast to the above differences,

Group 1 nearly equalled Group 2 on the percent of voluntary with learning

decisions made

.



-^>

p that did not foil

, It inarfo a owor

without learning decisions than tho otl , i

Lho samo percentage of voluntary wit

. . It was also intorc. it Group 1 carried out all of heir

3 Group 2 did not. In making voluntary decisions, Group 2

ovi . . s faced with a different typo of situation or problem which cause

-. to not carry out their decisions.

5 also shows the percent of each group's decisions that were either

-, secondary, or tertiary. Group 2 had a slightly larger percent of

ir decisions that were primary than Group 1. Group 2 also had a slightly

lar{ ntage of their decisions that were secondary than Group 1, but

1 had a larger percent of their decisions that were tertiary than Group 2.

icates that the managers in Group 1 wore usually faced with problems

that required about the same percentage of primary decisions as Group 2. However,

2 made a larger percent of secondary decisions than Group 1, Group 1

percent of tertiary decisions than Group 2. Group 2 was able to

solve roblems by making fewer decisions than Group 1 was able to.

jrence could be attributed to either the different kinds of proble. s

rs faced or to the differences in the characteristics of the in-

rs and their operations.

..ions made by the managers wore categorized to compare the group

follow tho model to .-oup that did not follow the model. No attempt

rationalize the actions of the managers, because it was not a part



5

Characteristics of the Two Groups

tho time of tho interview, no information, such as net income, total

it, and change in not worth was obtained. Instead, the di re

. from tho Farm Management Association records. This was done because

the 'on could bo obtained faster and wore accurately. Another reason

data for I967 could bo obtained in early I968 from their farm

records. Since many of tho interviews wcro conducted in 19^7 » their 19^7

3re not completed yet and wore not known. A four-year average

(196^—67) was used to compute the average net income, average total investment,

ige annual change in net worth for each manager. An average of four

consecutive years was used to eliminate most yearly variations not under the

fluence of the manager, such as weather, disease, etc. Other information

collected during the interview that was used to compare the case studies was

experience of the manager, acres managed, education of the manager, and age

of the manager.

mean income, mean investment, mean change in net worth, mean acres

managed, mean years of experience, mean years of education, and mean age was

calculated for the group that followed the model and for the group that did not

follow the model. These mean figures were also calculated for the entire 20

nagers. This data was then used as another way of comparing the two groups.

the groups by using physical units to measure them also mr.de the

compar: ore objective. Table 6 contains the mean figures for both groups

plu_ lean for the entire 20 managers.

Table 6 shows that the mean total investment, mean acres managed, and mean

of education for the group that did follow the decision model wore higher

- th -:__•3 spondir. cis for the group that did not follow the model. It



an net income, mean c.^:\jo in net worth, rs of

I mean ago for the group that did not folio*.: the model

i lo corresponding moans for the group that did follow the model.

TABLE 6

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Moan Group 1 Mean Grouo 2 .-.can Entire ^0

[ :

Total tent

Acre:

rs)

- -
.
- -*s)

(Years)

$ io,^ c
>jj<j

130 f ?28

9,560

651

24

12.5

- ^5.7

9 O , ZC.'-Tt

137,728

7,278

866

22.7

13.6

42.7

$ o , o^e

136,: :

7,735

816

23.7

12.9

43.5

gers in the group that did follow the model (Group 2) were

3d as having made a smaller percentage of involuntary decisions,

larger percentage of voluntary without learning decisions, an equal percentage

of voluntary ritl learning decisions, a larger percentage of primary decisions,

itage of secondary decisions, and a smaller percentage of tertiary

lid the other group. Also, the managers that did follow the model

a lower net income, higher total investment, smaller change in net worth,

ores, less experience, more education, and were younger than the other

;ers in the gro t did not follow the model (Group 1) were

. a great r | rcentage of involuntary decisions, a

_:. of voluntary without learning decisions, an equal percent:-



ning decisions, smaller percentage of

of secondary dc is, and a larger pore... /'
. &irj

isions than did tho other croup. The managers that did not follow t.

also had a higher income, lower total investment, larger change in net worth,

[ rer acres, more experience, less education, and were older than tho other group*

j comparison of the two groups has shown how different managers made

different decisions, depending on certain characteristics they had. It is

ossible to explain exactly why certain managers made a certain type of

decision. This was not the objective of this paper, but it would prove to be

an excellent subject for further research studies.

The characteristics of Group 2 have shown they operated a certain type of

f _m. This type of farm was a larger farm with a higher total investment, but

returned a lower net income to the operator and had a smaller annual change in

net worth. The managers of these farms were younger, less experienced, and

more educated than the managers from Group 1.

The characteristics of Group 1 have shown they operated a different typo

of farm than the managers of Group 2. This type was a smaller farm which had

a lower total investment, but returned a higher income and had a larger annual

change in net worth. The managers of these farms were older, more experienced,

and lees e . ted than the managers of Group 2. A higher value was placed on

education when managers from Group 2 started farming than vrhen managers from

Group 1 started farming.

Development of Hypothesis

thesis can now be developed that will account for come of the managers'

Group 1 made a larger percentage of involuntary decisions than Group 2.

rhis can b ^ributed to the managers of Group 1. They were older and proba'-



' -

7

ve in thoir actions, which means th<
.

not ;

Loir < cisions that brought about a change, so they resulted in ' 1-

ns. On the other hand, Group 2 consists of t mger -' c

It is through change that Group 2 managers 'r.o^o to get

is, Group 2 managers were willing to make many decisions resulting

in few involuntary decisions.

Group 2 made a larger percentage of voluntary without learning decisions

roup 1. This could be because Group 2 had to take chances to get ahead

while Group 1 was more conservative and would not take the chance of being

Both groups made about the sane percentage of voluntary with learning

decisions, which was larger than for any other type of decision. There was no

indication of why both groups made about an equal percentage of learning

decisions, but it is fairly clear why both groups made more voluntary with

learning decisions than the other types. All of the farm managers interviewed

lo nonlearning in order to reduce the uncertainty in their

decision making.

This hypothesis can be used to explain the actions of the managers in the

study, and it can also be used to explain the actions of other managers.

bhods Used to Carry Out the Action Process of a Decision

rview, tl ro also asked to check from a prepared list,

- s of in -ion and services" they used after the decisions had already

"1st consists of 18 "sources of information and services" which

ral in nature. eans a complete list, but it was

idea of he rs carried out the action



ow the perc ' -

'

I

".; .

pr vio sly accumulated." was montionod as be:*.. .

ing 11 percent of the decisions. This refers bo the know

;ers had previously gained as a result of t -..• .

".ays easier for the managers to solve their problems if bhey had sol\

.0 problems before. It was just learning from experience what to : 3

problem arises again. "Banks and other lending institutions" were

ntioned by the managers following 9 percent of their decisions. It is

clearly evident of the great need by the farmers for financial help. Many

decisions in the case studies involved the purchase of equipment or land,

which required the information and services of a bank or other financir

association to carry out the decisions.

Sight percent of the decisions required "employment of resources,"

"farm management fieldman," "mass media," and "family influence" to help

out the action process. "Employment of resources" refers to the use of

land,, labor, and/or capital as inputs in the production process. "Farm management

an," ..cans that the fieldman has helped, through advice or providing other

'ormation, the managers carry out the action process, "hass media" simply

that the managers used some form of radio, television, newspapers, or

.. azir.es to carry out their actions. "Family influence" means that the managers

took into consideration the needs and desires of their families in carrying out

their action. There must be no conflict of values or goals between the managers

families in carrying out decisions

.

Seven, percent of the decisions mentioned by the managers required

lers," "county agents," "learning," and "time" to help th

ocess. Many decisions involving the purchase of equipment
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> of Infoi ' Services Used rcent of

a to Carry Oat the Action visions

rs are Required to Learn
rook -ction

reviously accumulated 1"

Fai fieldman

Family in nee
Time

*

7%
Cc . 7$

i circulars from KSU 6$
Total 62j

EI— jors Cc Id 'Have 1 med Before
I 2 ition c ,

Could Have Taken Direct Action

r lending institutions
ealer 7

Pre 1 services—LaTi^yer, Veterinarian
r

-or
-

-

/estock c '.on —

-

Total

Acti rs Took Direct Action

f resources (land, labor, and/or capital)

A-nzatu _
Total 53i?



f.t

rriod i bion and services provj l< I by bh " >ry

"Cor ;onts" provj Lod many s< rvicos and - bho

out bheir decisions. "Loarning," or course, was require

wanted to delay their decisions in ordor to make bettor de-

cisions. When learning was used, a certain amount of "time" was also needed

to delay the decisions and learn.

Other "sources of information and services" used were; "bulletins and

circulars fro::; ICSU" following 6 percent of the decisions; "professional services"

(lawyer and veterinarian) and "government programs" following 4 percent of the

decisions; "feed dealers" following 3 percent of the decisions; "elevators" and

"real estate brokers" following 1 percent of the decisions; and "livestock

commission" and "farm organizations" following less than 1 percent of the

decisions

.

The "sources of information and services" to carry out the action process

listed in Table 7 were divided into three categories . Category 1 contains

"sources of information and services" that required the managers to perforin

learning before they could act to carry out their decisions . Category 2

contains "sources of information and services" that gave the managers an

opportunity to learn before they acted or the "sources of information and

services" were used directly by the managers as they acted to carry out their

decisions. Category 3 contains those "sources of information and services" that

were just used directly by the managers as they acted to carry out their de-

cisions . In category 3» no learn ras performed by the managers.

rces of information and services" from Category 1 (managers required

to learn) were used following 62 percent of the decisions made by the managers.

"sources of information and services" from Category 2 (managers may learn,

or act directly) were used following 24.5 percent of the decisions, and "sources



-•vices" fr ;ory 3 (ma ;©r , ;t act:,

cisions made by *s. 7;.

that ." ry rarely did the *ers act to carry out a decision

learning something about the alternatives or outcome of the

Lsions. This shows that the managers preferred learning to nonlearnJb

in carrying out their decisions

.

s a breakdown of what the managers used to help them carry cut

sir actions. This also provides insight into some of the future r.oodz of the

-•c. Mai wil] increasingly rely on their previous

1.. carrying out decisions. There T.Till also be a future n 3d for

t and financing institutions . Due to increasing level of

ng costs of technology, it will be impossible for a farm

r to survive without sufficient credit to meet his needs. There ".."ill also

be an ng need for managerial consulting services in the future. Farm

fieldman, banks, machinery dealers, fertilizer dealers, c.

.

• ill play a dominant role in supplying the farm managers with

>rmation that will help them manage their farms more efficiently.



:lusic: implications

This paper has been mainly concerned with how a select group of far:.:

r-s made their decisions and how these decisions were carried out.

Analysis of the case studies revealed that out of a total of 80 decisions,

23 percent were involuntary decisions, 1 percent resulted in complete i:. ;bj >i,

26 percent were voluntary without learning decisions, and 50 percent were voluntary

with learning decisions. The two decisions with the highest percentages, voluntary

without learning and voluntary with learning decisions, are positions of more

certainty than either the involuntary decision or the inaction situation, which

are positions of more uncertainty.

A decision model was tested to see if it described the decision-making

process fully. The 16 managers whose decisions followed the model were labeled

Group 2, and the 4 managers whose decisions did not follow the model were labeled

Group 1.

Group l's decisions did not follow the decision model because on one occasion

a m nag r wont through a sequential analysis (learning and an intermediate decision)

befor lade an involuntary decision. Also, on three other occasions, the

managers went through just the learning process before they made their involuntary

decisions

.

It was found that Group 1 made a larger percentage of involuntary decisions, .

a smaller percentage of voluntary without learning decisions, and about the same

per. - o of volu ar; with learning decisions as Group 2. Also, Group 1 made

a smaller perce of pro., r^ decisions, a smaller percentage of secondary

:isions, but a larg r
]
rcentage of tertiary decisions than Group 2. It was

four: bh t the mar. ". . 3r lp 1 had a high r net income, lower investment,

larger change in net worth, smaller farm, more experience, less education, an

:-3 older than th vs in Group 2.



'ormation indicates that tho farms of

operated by older managers who were - - ;o

so tl force .. many of their decisions. The farm - follow the

rat ".-., younger managers who value change more h ly, so they

fore . ,o relatively few decisions. On the other hand, Group 2 made a

,-centage of voluntary without learning decisions than Group 1.

the managers of Group 2, in trying to get ahead, were more willing to

le in r. decisions than Group 1. Both groups made about an equal

sntage of voluntary with learning decisions. This was the highest \ - - ttage

for both groups than for any other type of decision. This indicates that for

all --s, learning was preferred to nonlearning. It was also feu.'.

a higher percentage of voluntary decisions than involuntary decisions were made

. cups . Since Group 2 made a lower percentage of tertiary decisions than

Group 1, they required fewer decisions to solve a problem than Group 1.

It was also found in the study how the managers acted in carrying out their

sions. vrledge previously accumulated" was found to be used most of

. jers. "Banks and other lending institutions," "farm management field-

js media," "county agent," and "bulletins and circulars" were other \

to carry out decisions that were used quite often by the farm managers

.

All of this information has led to the objective of determining how the

. about making their decisions and a study of the methods used in

out the "action" part of these decisions. To determine why the nana

jy did, or to rationalir their motives, is beyond the scope of this

stu :ould be an entirely separate study if it was properly evaluated.



'

Implications for Farm Management Research

ias shown that farmors placo great emphasis on 1

ts a need for basic reorientation for farm mane - search. In

. ;, farm management research was concerned with the fur]

formation to farmers with respect to production problems. This study indicates

rch should be done on ways and means of increasing the skill with whi

-3 managerial tasks (observing, analyzing, decision making, acting, and

bearing responsibility) are performed.

ture studies should include a program to extend the efforts of farm

nt research to those less prosperous and less fortunate farm managers

.

[Current research mainly benefits those managers that have the necessary capital

to purchase and use the latest technical innovations. Studies employing a random

of all farmers would be helpful in determining how successful and less

successful managers differ in their decision-making abilities. Studies on the

re successful managers could be used to find the characteristics of these

rs that contribute to their success, and also how the successful managers

gh the decision-making process. These results could then be applied

to develo]
,

yams designed to improve the managerial ability of the less

successful farmors. Those farmers must bo taught to contend with their prod!:.., .3,

solving tr m Ln 2 systematic and logical manner.

Implications for Extension Personnel

The roles of observation, analysis, decision making, action, and responsibility

.erial activities have been confirmed by past studies. This suggests

of the primary jobs of 'arm anagement extension workers should be to in-

crease Lll of fanners i. : ace of these five managerial tasks.



•

'

'. tacks

and info production , ,

-ions, institutions, and personalities.

skills involves the analyzing of results of the v: . Lo

lich itu :en in a ;iven situ< :ion :. .

respon ibilitifts which must bo born * c 3tion taken,

r . ponsibilities cross the indefinite line between .

as, the train' ig must co '... 'tance of family goals

.. _ . nt of business affairs.

nsion programs should be tailored to meet every 3 l's

.: just one general extension program going to reach both typos of fan.-.

sly? If a program that .. ts the neec'_ of old r

d, more th ... lik ly it will not meet the n sds of .. : ,r

s too. It was that o~. ier operators on small --nz

Ld to bo loos willing to make a decision that will r Lre a change tl

rators on larger farms. ".. .. ral program will have :. iiff -'.nt

the sam ffect or outcome could be obt Ln

was a separate program designed for each .... 7.

th •, but to th .: s for each group :,ne

;ed in this stud- have come to rely on th ir 2:.--. manag

cmation. hould aloe a re-

jciation an - - ir r r v. . Eheir
\
oal

tent with the continue -or^~

Ler. als of tl

Lll be Is several :ade si..

... Lr decisions
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ture, their farm mnnagoment fioldmon must bo ablo to guide them wj

so, programs dirocted at tho county agonts should also bo ro-< ;ed bo

t the changing noods of tho managors in maldng thoir decisions . In order to

t effectively, tho farm management fioldmon and county agonts will have to hav

rstanding and insight in the decision-making procoss

.

Implications for Farm Management Teachers

The need exists to reorientate farm management teaching from an emphasis

on the distribution of data and information concerning the problems management

must handle to an emphasis on training in performance of the managerial tasks.

Students need to be made aware of the interrelationship between decision making

and action taking and of the responsibilities which managers must bear. They

need to be made aware of the costs and values of learning in managerial processes.

Implication for Farmers

If the five managerial tasks are correctly outlined in this study, then

any farmer, by acquiring skill in the performance of the functions, can make

himself a better manager. As a better manager, a farmer can expect a higher

income and attain a higher degree of satisfaction from the resources at his

command

.

Implication for Methods to Carry Out Decisions

Another implication of the results of this study is in the areas that were

used to help the managers to carry out their decisions. The managers indicated

a heavy use of banks and other loan institutions in carrying out decisions, tfith

the heavy use of farm credit now, it is almost certain that it will be demanded

even more in the future. In order to meet these future needs, programs should



should also be made to lop tho effectiveness of

Lai. .dio, television, srs, and fan

:es of information which aid the farm .
•; in c

.dice done in this area to maintaj i
"
:•:-

of inf .. would be a tremendous help to th . *ers _..

lee: >ions. Also sffor lid be directed toward th con - is

on of : ation " tins and circulars, k high interest

Is area in order that the far;: managers are expos

to the ] Its from research a:: Lon findings. . .re

•e of th i se amount of published material that is available. 1 rams

to material should be designed to enable everyone to know how

to he desired inf - .tion.

ve boen just a few of my ar .at are goln^ to become in-

crc

.

the f ;ers. It is necessary that '.. be

o increa! t Lai use in helping farmers carry out th

."...-. . increase in many of thee-
-

. ""a^G, far., i stj be

ted in th ire ac to how they go about ca ; out their decisi(
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I. 'ob! lid ,vo to deal with Lb t

ilarly? Disr prob!

ops, or wl

.-.

•oblem
"

bhat causes you to a decision, you
cognise that things aren't as they should be."

1.

3.

II. Answer the following questions for each decision. Were you forced to make
an involuntary decision because you didn't have time to delay or put off
your decision until more learning could be acquired?

r you choose to correct this problem and were forced to make a

decision right away, did you decide to act or not to act on the
•oblem?

B. If so, what step: taken to carry out the forced decision?

III. Then you hr.d enough tine which permi flexibility and resulted in a

vol y decision? That is, the decision didn't have to be made rj

and you had. time to acquire more knowledge on the subject before
decision, if desired.

A. If so, did you go ahead a:. your decision anyway without learn
i re eve:. y. you had sufficient time to learn and you v. re not

100 percent sure your decision was right? You thought the value of the
Id be less than the cost so you vent ahead even

thou reren't positive of the outcome?

1. :ur decision to act or not to act?

2 . VJhat steps did you take to carry out this decision?

yc f il to come up with a decision which resulted in complete
3tion

:
I'. bed to avc : jcision because you lac

it info: . of the outcome and you didn't
'

- inf .0 Wori uo;;;?



no docis;

bh valuo of additional !

. st, so yoi
'

scision

he process of g, did you learn a little,
1

-• choos

y acquired lean >r tc continue lean. : the

>ion?

2. ..
."'

i t it this phase was easy, hard, or confusing to yon?

in

.

3. After you completed the learn - rocess, did your decision call fo:

-ton or inaction?

!-'
. iid you take to carry out your decision?

- Noi

your decision, what was the very first ; you lid to
it out?

!

3rd

le or groups did receive help?

'.

i

t h iecisions?

.
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-.: t ; "action" after the decj ;

.

Banks and other lending institutions—FHA, PCA

ler

i

. aler

;ors

Ileal estate broker

Livestock commission

Farm organizations - Farm Bureau, Grange, ITFO

Professional Services - La' 3 r, Veterinarian

County Agent

3 Lent .rrtonsicn Agent

Bulletins and circulars from Kansas State University or USDA

Mass Media - Newspapers, Magazines, Radio and Television

Knowledge previously accumulated

it of resource's - Land, Labor, and Capital

-/ nment programs - Soil Conservation, Price Support, etc.

Family influence

>ers

5. What c steps in List . t you did not use would have been of help
in out your decision?

60 How would these steps have helped you?

D,

1. - to do - Ln, Id you ] ive made the sai '.ens

c woul I 1?

2. ' i wh; you would c your decision and what you would do to
i b?



''.

.ision

.

' LS?

instances did you make - Vs decision but you ~.

jcision nner?

5. ' you corrected this by
;
the correct acti~

o, >u did to correc r acti

?. How li bal ing -ong affect 3 )U in carrying cut lai

ake a decision, do you compare the cost of 'ing

re information z.^zinc . additional ini in de-
iow long you can " y a decision?

9. If not, how do you determine ter to make the decision or c

mo] . '.on first when f 1 ility exists?

Do you find that your farm records are he!. in carrying out decision:
already been made?

2. :hey used in carrying out decisions?

Let's you are h Lth other people, y are
to get th best of you and you are oryin^ to g .st of

'

..ado (buying ] tr
3S, etc.) do you c

-

_• t y to cover up your actio. _• to
co-. ... ou are deal i. Lth in or r - ... best de«

C people do 2 :
- io '_". is?

5» ."!s > "O 70" "
-3S

yourself are mixed up
confuse th you are ds;." L 1

3U do this?

?. ...

' ... . to use credit sc you

'.
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9- On '
' you rof bo clo.

on rol: 1

' '.

10. tfhat types of lecisions did you poet] 5 r?

3s of eos. isions?•j

13. Could ive me sc tinor decisions that you r^ede last year?

3 t 3 ri] ititivej

1^, were used to carry out these decisions, or if the decie:"

ren't rj i out s :o carr .. in out?

15. Did
;

"oct knowl : bo the outcome of these decisions
or ou 100 percent sure of the outco



nagcr faced wo ' -

' ion becau r .

'

1st, this •

l* did not

L infor . h

...
'

-c : ] /ococ: . . ;or

rledge '..-as complet to ccc.

..cc: of errors that folic i fro:, ds vision.

cause actj s taken to hire more "

• and, thus,

Lnii ial pro' lenu

decis: /"ertising in th

ore of hi

ac] thcr was no la r .

:
- r dec . ..

icision because he not

..o flexibility exists

Is situ:. ..... ... ../.able to

.' r 3 circi .jos to

or not to a

'fers to he]

.

.ffected

ne, mostl; limsclf

.
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next major problem that resulted in a decision was

Lnfectod with a swino disoaso ca 1

Into this decision because ho was ready to make it willingly.

Lbility did exist, this was a voluntary decision. The manag r lid not

foresee the future well enough to take action but valued the need for a<

swledge more than the cost of obtaining the knowledge. So ho delayed his

decision and went through the learning process. He made the intermediate

cisions to keep the non-S3F pigs at the opposite end of the farm and to keep

50 gilts for a spring litter.

During the learning process, the manager consulted authorities on this

particular disease at the University of Nebraska, consulted with his countj

agent, and talked to his farm management extension fieldman and Duroc fieldman.

lanager then made the decision to switch to a SB? swine program. This was

positive decision because action was taken to eliminate the disease. The

er carried out his decision by visiting other SBF farms to sec what T/."as

required for a SB? operation.

The problem this created next "was in finding suitable SBF stock at a

reasonable price without having to wait so long. The manager was not fore

into making this decision about this particular problem because he was rea 3

to make this secondary decision willingly. Since flexibility did exist, this

was a voluntary decision. The manager did not foresee the future well enou

to take action, but he valued the need for additional knowledge more than the

cost of acquiring the knowledge. So once again he delayed his decision and

went through the learning process. During the learning process, the manager

toured several Missouri farms, and also looked into the eossibilitv of

' ring 52? stock from the laboratory. He then made the intermediate de-

cision to buy one sow from the laboratory. He then made his major decision



SBF stock from othor SBF operators i ;ouri. .. ,

positive decision because action was bak .

•• rried out this decision by purchasing the SBF boars and so Is

.

operator received help in carrying out those decision.-; froai

erinarian, county agent, farm management extension fieldman, bulletins

lars from KSU, mass media, previous knowledge, employment of capital,

tily influence, learning, and time.

The manager's next problem was that he wanted to show his barrows a~ the

crow shows . He was not forced into this decision because he was ready to

It willingly. Since flexibility did exist, this was a voluntary decision.

The ;er did not foresee the future well enough to take action, but ..

lued the need for additional knowledge more than the cost of obtain!.,

.ledge. So he delayed his decision and went through the learning pr cess.

During the learning process, the manager discovered that his twice-a-year

1 rr ro~ram caused his barrows to be out of season for the barrow shows,

also Inarned that the other person, whom he was going to show with, was too

g to attend the barrow shows. So even with a reorganization of

ig schedule, he still could not show with the other person who was going

to help him. He then made the intermediate decision not to reorganize -'.is hog

ration

.

- jer then made the major decision not to show his barrows. 1.

negative decision because no action was taken to show his barrows.

help in making his decision from Kansas State University extension

, lis county agent, other breeders, and from knowledge previously

lated.



last problem the manager faced wi dmsolf with t

le. A poor marl-cot price for cattle cau

for a better price. Ho was forc< I Into thd

.. 3 to make the decision willingly^ Since floxil Lity d: not - .,

t-:as an involuntary decision. This situation existed when the

le to make an "informed" decision and was then forced by circu . s be

te the alternatives and. decide whether or not to act.

']
3 manager then made the decision to sell some of his cattle as l \ re

.

is a forced positive decision. He carried out this decision by con-

tacting the sale "barn, making arrangements with the sale barn operators,

shipping the cattle to the sale barn, and finally selling them. .. ;er

ed help in carrying out his decision from the livestock commission ;

3 e barn

.

["here •-.ere no other steps in List A that the manager did not use tl

ave been of help to him if he was able to use them. The manager wc

not nge cry of his decisions if he had it to do over again, and he did not

•ry out a right decision in the wrong manner.

This operator finds that his farm management record books are h lpf

in determining the tax on new equipment, computing depreciation, and in com-

Lifferent enterprises. He never tries to cover up his actions to con'"

• person in order to get the best deal. He gives his honest opinion if

1 contends that, "no deal is a good deal unless profitable for both,

- bad deal will reflect back sometime in the future." Also he never

to create the impression that he is mixed up in order to confuse

is dealing with. There was no time last year w] :n '_' tor

use credit so he would bo able to borrow in case of an c. icy.



vcr refused to close a profitable deal because t".

boon roliablo. If he is in doubt about bho person ho ,

;ot the deal in writing.

s of decisions delayed by this operator pertaine

:k« He claimed that the advantage of postponing decisions was that it

him .:orc time to acquire knowledge about the various alternatives.

While the disadvantage was that "the decisions must be solved some day and you

well face up to them."

Repetitive decisions that he made in the last year were: (1) i ;her or

t to buy premixed feeds; (2) when to blood test his hogs; and (3) '
' ''- to

ite a small tract of land he had. Banks and other lending institutions

J 3 veterinarian were used to carry out these repetitive decisions.

0] rator had imperfect knowledge as to the outcome of all hie decisions,

-repetitive and repetitive.
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Case Study I!o. 2

Tlio first problom tho manager facod was that his tractor was

of repair. He had tho choice of repairing his old tractor or to trade it in

on a new one. Tho manager was not forced into this decision, bocauso ho was

"y to make the decision willingly. Since flexibility did exist, this was a

voluntary decision. The manager did not foresee the future well enough to

take action but valued the need for additional knowledge more than the cost of

obtaining the knowledge. Therefore, he delayed his decision and went through

the learning process.

During the learning process, the manager obtained information on how

much it would cost to fix up the old tractor and how much it would cost to

trade for a new tractor. He then made the intermediate decision that it

would cost too much to repair the old tractor. He then made the major

decision to trade his old tractor in on a new one. This was a positive

decision because action was taken to get a new tractor.

Immediately, the manager was facod with a new decision—which model to

trade for. He was not forced into this secondary decision either, because

he was ready to make the decision willingly. Since flexibility again existed,

this was a voluntary decision. The manager did not foresee the future well

enough to take action, but he valued the need for additional information more

than the cost of obtaining it. Again he delayed this decision and went

through tho learning process.

During the learning process, the manager received help from the various

lers who supplied him with the data and information on the different models

and from other farm operators who offered their advice . The manager then r

b] s decision of which model to buy. Obviously, this was a positive decision



20

. was taken. In carrying this decision out, I

ide an offnr to the doaler, -in'
1

r ....' mass media helped him to carry .

'

.

•

r's next decision was whether or not to buy a silo b

was not forced into this decision, because ho was rea

:ision willingly. Since flexibility did exist, this was a voluntary

- . ain, the manager did not foresee the future well enough to take

action, but he valued the need for additional knowledge more than the cost of

obtaining it. So once again he delayed his decision and went througl

ng process

.

During the learning process, the manager priced several different silos

to . idea of their cost. He then made the decision to buy a silo. 7

was a positive decision because action was taken. Just as before he was

inr L; tely faced with another secondary decision—which one to buy. He was

not forced into this decision either, because he was ready to make t

ly. Since flexibility did exist, this was a voluntary decision.

not foresee the future well enough to take action, but ho valu

the need for additional knowledge more than the cost of obtaining it. There-

fore, he delayed his decision and went through the learning process again.

.. made the intermediate decision to talk to salesmen from different

During the second learning process, the manager was helped

ale ho supplied information on his own brand plus information on his

r's brand. The manag r th n made the major decision to buj

st fit his needs. Again this was a positive decision because ad i ..

. to buy the brand ho preferred.



..- ;er was now loft with two tertiary decisions: wb .

silo and what size to build. The manager was not forced into th

because he was ready to make these decisions willingly.

Llity did exist, these two were voluntary decisions. In this ca:

: not value the need for additional knowledge more than the cost of

Li ing the knowledge in both decisions, so ho went ahead and made the

i ions without going through the learning process. The ;.\... _ *e] .at

his knowledge on these problems was complete enough so that he was willi]

to accept the consequences of errors that followed from his decisions . T.v

)t! were positive decisions. He decided to build the silo on a high, d

area, and he built the proper size so he could use the automatic unloader t

already owned

.

his farm management extension fieldman, learning, time, and the silo c..-

y helped him to carry out the decisions after they had already been :''
.

bher or not to build a livestock feeding floor was the next major

decision the manager had to face. He was not forced into this d^ci.'jior. because

he was ready to make it willingly. Since flexibility did exist, this was a

voluntary decision. The manager did not value the need of addition.:! information

more than the cost of obtaining it. He thought he could, act without further

information, so he went ahead and made the decision without going through the

learning process . The manager felt that his knowledge was complete enough so

that he was willing to accept the consequences of errors that followed from his

Lsion. This was a positive decision, because he decided to build the feed'

floor

.

This led to a secondary decision of how thick to make the floor. Again

inager was not forced into this decision, because he was ready to make it

willingly. The manager did not foresee the future well enough to take actD



. the need for additional information more than :

ince more ho delayed his decision and went thr

•ing bho learning process, the manager consulted with the concrete

my, farm management extension fieldman, and used his own previous

He then made the decision of how thick to make the feeding floor.

a rain was a eositive decision. The manager carried out his decision by

bhe ground, setting the forms, and pouring the concrete,

feed dealer, elevator, county agent, farm management extension agent,

. ss media, knowledge previously accumulated, employment of labor and capital,

and family influence helped him to carry out his decision after it had alr r
. adj

been ] lade

.

The manager's last major decision was whether or not to feed more grain to

airy cows. The manager was not forced into this decision, because he

ready to make the decision willingly. This was a voluntary decision since

xibility existed. The manager did not foresee the future well enough to t

action, but he valued the need for additional information more than the cor.,.

of obtaining it. So he delayed his decision and went through the learni

;s .

... the learning process, the manager received advice from other dairy-

•
. management extension fieldman on how much to increase a in,

decided to increase it at all. He then made the intermediate decision

that under past ration they did. not get enough grain. He then decided to :' -

Dunt of grain fed to his dairy cows. The manager carried out his

t by gradually increasing the amount of grain fed wit ;e.

-• was then faced with ano': roblem of having to handle -

1 amount of grain by hand. He was not forced into this secondary

jause he was ready to make it willingly. This, too, was a voluntary



• on because flexibility existed. The manager did not v.' le t

: Igi more Lhan the cost of obtaining it. So h< won and

cision without going through the learning process.

: a iwledge was complete enough go that he was willing to ace pt .

..ccs of errors that followed from his decision. He decided to build a

- '. k bin next to the silo which would eliminate his feed handling problem. Ihi:

positive decision because action was taken. However, at the time of t .

w, this decision had not been carried out. It was one of the man ;er's

plans for the future

.

^Ictins and circulars from KSU, mass media, and knowledge pr sly

accumulated helped him to carry out his decisions after they Had already b

ie.

There were no steps in List A that the operator did not use that would t

<f help to him in carrying out future decisions. The operator thought ] made

rj ht decisions, but they were carried out in a wrong manner. He J Inks

e should have made his decisions sooner, which would have beer, cheaper

in J

. - Ion run. This has boon corrected now. The operator does not c r

cost of gathering more information against its value in determining }.o:-:

long to delay a decision because he claims that there is not enough time to do

is . He also finds that his records are helpful in figuring taxes and de-

preciation.

.: operator sometimes tries to cover up his actions in order to get the

- deal, particularly with car salesmen. However, he never tries to create

;ion that he is mixed up so as to confuse the person he is deali

.

has never refused to use credit, so he would be able to borrow in

se of trouble. The operator has refused to close a gocd deal because the



tot have boon reliable in dealing for the silo. .

1 all the facts were known,

rhe o] rator tends to postpone decisions involving the tra

advantage of postponing a decision is that yo~ t

^ capital and to arrive at a bettor decision. ihile the .'

.

is that you may work too hard too long if you fail to mechanize soon

'. r :i" Lve decision that he must always make is what variety of crops :o

county agent, mass media, accumulated knowledge, and family in-

flui .. were used to help carry out this repetitive decision.

operator had imperfect knowledge as to the outcome of all of his

decisis.



Case Studv Wo. 3

Circt pr n this manager faced was whi or not to ',, In

Tliis decision resulted because he was forced off liry f'
'

istruction of a reservoir. The managor Lac] the choice of stayj

'arming or finding employment elsewhere. He was forced into tl

i.on 1 cause he was not ready to make it willingly. Since no flexibility

;t< \, this was an involuntary decision. This situation exist*

r was unable to make an "informed" decision and then was force'"' .., cir-

cumstances to evaluate the alternatives and decide between the two choices.

nager made the decision to stay in dairy farming. This was a

positive decision, because he took action to stay in dairying. In carrying c -

"ecision, he faced another problem. For him to stay in dairying, he lead

to find another dairy farm.

The manager was forced into this secondary decision, because he was not

ready to make it willingly. This was an involuntary decision since no flexibility

existed. This situation existed once more because the managor was unable to

:e an "informed" decision and then was forced by circumstances to evaluate

the alternatives and decide. Ho wanted to find another farm in the same area,

3 hard to do . In this case the manager had spent some time in gather-

and analyzing information, but he was still not ready to make the decision

willingly. Daring this learning process, he talked to the realitor and looked

at the records at the ASC and Soil Conservation Offices to learn more about

the farm he was thinking of buying. He then made the intermediate decision

to find a farm close to home

.

manager then made the secondary decision to purchase the farm that

thought was best. This was a forced positive decision because action was
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the far He carried o cision by •

" r,

, PCA, and final 1

a; Lng ?r>r the land.

• was helped in carrying out these two deed the banks,

lor, real estate broker, lawyer, county agent, fa]

fie] an, bulletins and circulars from XSU, mass media, k.\ p.

usly accumulated, employment of resources (land, labor, and capital),

.-e support program, family influence, learning, time, dairy coc^ native

an, and the Federal Land Bank.

e farm the manager purchased did not have suitable buildings, :

.

next decision was where to build the dairy buildings. He was not fore 1 into

lecision because he was ready to make it willingly. This ls a

vol . . decision since flexibility did exist. The manager did not fores

\iti ." .:ell enough to act but valued the need for additional information

r.ore t cost of obtaining it. So he delayed his decision and went

learning process.

During the learning process, the manager looked at other far;: laj^outs to

it suited him. he also got suggestions on the best typo of dairy

i .:ade the intermediate decision on the best type of dairy barn.

. tertiary decision of ho -

.: he wanted his farm layout. Chi

positive decision because action was taken to carry out his decision.

. out his decision by building the dairy barn first, then the hay s] ~d,

m, manure pit, silo, and fences in that order. Eh manager

rying out his decj Lon from the carpenters, e \
' nt dealers,

-\ sulars frc f, mass . lia, kno' " previc

nt of resources (land, labor, and capital), family influence, learning,

.



ion for the mana ;or w« ther or not to ..,

. • was not forced into this docision, iccau

t i Lllingly. This was a voluntary decision sine i flcxibilit;

tho manager did not value the need for additional

;ost of obtaining it, so he went ahead and made the docision

going through the learning process. Tho manager felt that his knowledge was

complete enough so that he was willing to accept the consequences of errors

t followed from his decision. This Has a positive decision because 1

cided to buy the lister.

this decision led to a secondary decision. He did. not know • to

buy a top planter or mow board type lister. The manager was not forced into

Ls decision because he was ready to make the docision willingly. Since

flexibility did exist, this was a voluntary decision. The manager did ..

for"'.~ " the future well enough to take action but valued the need for a Idi na]

information more than the cost of obtaining it. Again he delayed his decision

to "o throu h the ] arning process.

ring the learning process, he talked with the dealer to see what T :ac

;t for this area of the country. Ke then made the int rs Late

decision to take the dealer's advice. Tho manager then decided which would

; host. Obviously, this was a positive decision because action was taken.

;er carried out his decision to buy a lister by going to -

•ent dealers, saw one or. the dealer's floor, and closed the deal. In

car ... his decision, he received help from banks, machinery dealer,

county agent, farm management fieldman, bulletins and circulars from KSU,

La, kne rled ;e previously accumulated, employment of resources (capital),

lily influence, learning, and time.



.

•

i If I ' . If • It t lo over again,

same decisions, but he hom out in a

. nner.
"'

would ' ave changed th '
' Lry lot

,

Llo, ^ in the water system, a

Iff rentt These have not been corrected yet and :ing

no effect on the way he carried out hie later decisions

•

makes a decision, he compares the cost o2 ^ath pin

value of the information in d how long h

'3 decision. Ke finds that mad analysis in his record boc

' ." in carrying out decisions that have already been ms . . . . -

cover up his actions or creates the impression that he is mixed

. tr; ing to get the best of the person he is dealing witht Th r rere no

til s
'

year "when he refused to use credit, so he would be able to borrow

h. case of trouble.

man . r has never refused to close a profitable deal because -

~

. reliable, he tends ,0 ' 1

here money is involved. He claims the advantage of
3

is so the "bugs" will bo worked out of the equipment before he b

adv, ..' ;e of postponing decisions is chat he mig - dss out or.

son In .

lor re} . cisions that he made It
;

%ar were tl v of

"^cation and the rate of planti . Ls farm ; ment fieldman,

p, ill tins and circulars from J,

knowledge were used to carry out the;

have perfec we as to the >me of th

.



] n bhis managor faced x^as ho want

ger was not forced into this decision, because he i-xas read;- :o . ak

willingly. " lcc flexibility did exist, this was a voluntary decision.

r lid not foresee the future well enough to take actio

for additional information more than the cost of obtaining it. -

-

.ore, he delayed his decision and went into the learning process.

Lne bhe learning process, he received advice from his folks and

neighbors and information on the land from his local ASC Office and for,

• .or of the farm. He made the intermediate decision that the land i

luctive enough. He also figured the approximate income from the far

red it to the cost. He then made the intermediate decision that the in-

come was sufficient enough to cover the cost. He then made the major decision

bo 1 u bhe land. This was a positive decision because action was taken. In

out his decision, the manager contacted the real estate agent to fine

out how many years he could pay for it, how much down, and the rate of interest.

bl -.-. had the contract drawn up, which contained a non-penality drought

clause and finally closed the deal.

Bar:':, real estate broker, lawyer, bulletins and circulars from KSU, mass

nt of capital, government programs, family influence, and time

1 to carry out his decision after it had already been made.

This manager's next problem was finding out hew to farm his ground a

her or not to change his farm organisation. He was not forced into this

Lc . aauso he was ready to make it willingly. Again this was a voluntary

sause flexibility existed. He did not foresee the future well

to take action, but he valued the need for additional information .



it. Therefore, hi :1 n

i • ] arning pr< • ss, he studied his records, talked

•

, it fieldman, county agent, ..... . :, who

ace on ' .. should do

.

.' ... organization was not th .

n bo change some of his current methods of operation and

.• .. his ..•::- -•- positive decision beca . • '.a.: taken.

. ... h.sion, the manager swj : to st ] ig, div r Lfi

to i-livestock operation, and switched to feeders and stockers.

•
t er had made his decision, banks, machinery dc .1 r,

cou . ;ent, farm management fieldman, bulletins and circulars fr .
'

,

'a, knowledge previously accumulated, employment of resources (Ian
,

r, and capital), government programs, learning, and time

.-. it out.

1a ;er faced, that resulted in ad

for more labor. Actually, there were several approaches that co\

"

The manager 7.:ae not forced into this decision because he T
..'as

:e it willingly. Since flex: L" Lty did exist, this ":as a volun

Lon. Th not foresee the future well enough to take acti ..

need for additional knowl ige more than the cost of obta it.

fore, delayed his decision and went through the arning process.

Durir: ] arning process, the man r the cost of automation

cost of hiring more labor to s< hich would profitable.

of the shortage of good labor in his area. He th n

Lon iot to try and \\
A
.s-) more labor. Tl

.
'. .ion to reduce \ which would reduce teed fo



.

.' caus Liable labor could bo found. T\
' " w

cai . on was talc n to olj minal .

-, ' aler, county agent, employment of resources (labor),

grams, ,
and time helped him to carry out his decision after it

on made

.

If tl e manager had it to do over again, he would have changed some of

cisions in regard to the operation of the farm enterprises. He beli .

3 should farm lose ground, concentrate on the hog operation, and

diff r nt crops on the purchased ground. Since the manager made the wrong

;ion, he thinks more about his decisions now

.

ger made the right decision but carried it out in the wrong

manner when he bought some heifers and put them on full feed (thinking

market would go up), instead of wintering them. This has been corrected now.

\-r said that by taking the wrong action he would learn not to do it

gain. 1 en the manager makes a decision, he does not necessarily compare

cost of gathering the information against the value of the additional in-

'or .- ion. [2ven though this manager had not been keeping his records long

enough for them to be of groat help, the records are useful to him in corn-

taxes.

This manager never tries to cover up his actions in order to confuse the

parson who he is dealing with or never tries to create the impression that ! 2

is :..: up in order to get the best of the person he is dealing with. On

occasion th: s manager has refused what appeared to be a profitable deal

ise he was not sure how reliable the other party was.

isions cone rning government programs were put off last year

' nager. rantaga of de^ these decisions for the manager b in

to .. ip in a better position with respect to acreage allotments.



, c] ''•,' hat .,
' boo lor;;; and

'

...:; bhe . last year w r ,o

• ilic or - ot ' rid, if so, how much to put or.. .'.^y., elevator, •

f icnt fieldman, mass media, knowledge previously ace...

. of resources (land, labor, and capital), learning, and bim

out those decisions. He v:as not 100 percent sure of :om

of decisions.
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Case Study V.o . j

The first decision this manager faced was whether or not to install a

hanized feeding system. The manager was not forced into this decision,

". iz ise he was ready to make it willingly. Since flexibility did exist, t".

a voluntary decision. In this case, he did not value the noed for additio

information more than the cost of obtaining it, so ho went ahead and made his

decision without going through the learning process. The manager felt that

his knowledge was complete enough so that he was willing to accept the con-

sequences of errors that followed from his decision. His decision was to go

ahead and mechanize Ms feeding operation. This was a positive decision since

action was taken to carry out the decision.

Immediately the manager was faced with a secondary decision, which model

to buy. He was not forced into this decision, because he was ready to make it

willingly. Since flexibility again existed, this was a voluntary decision.

The manager did not foresee the future well enough to take action, but he

valued the need for additional information more than the cost of obtaining it.

So he delayed his decision and went through the learning process

.

During the learning process, the manager talked to his banker and salesmen

from different companies, figured out the materials needed to build the system

as planned, and received advice from relation, farm management fieldman, and

neighbors . He then made the intermediate decision of which system would fit

edsbest. The manager then made the secondary decision of which model

to buy. This was a positive decision because action was taken to carry out the

decision

.

manager was then left with tertiary decision of where to set it.

.in the manager was not forced into this decision, because he was ready to



ly.
'' .--.

. ...^ ^ v .

Ld not forosc

.. • additional information nor - cost of o /

h the learning process.

. .

;
process, bhe :ed to hie neigh! ors i

>f wher be Lid it. then made the deoisio... a positi

action was tak<

In t- is decision after it was made, the manager receji

lent dealer, farm man m it fieldman, knowl<

, learn: , and time

.

next decision the manager faced was whether or not to buy a honey-

sposal operation. He was forced into on,

Lo make it willingly. Pie had to make the dec'

w : afraid of a price raise. Since ..: f] .:' Llity

voluntary decision. This situation existed when the manager was

..'.
"' Formed" decision then was forced by circumstances to

alter. e and decide whether or not to act. In this case,

some ':' *at] and analyzing infc Lon.

- tl 3 1 scision willingly. During the learning orocess,

li Weren't ] es to find out about the different r.odels and •

ade t ' ase the one he thou

' '

. . action was taken to buy the hone -

out tl ' :
'.

' . -
' :onsent and

clc '
.

, machiner; lor, •• ms (stros Lon), ]

to ci '
' already



'/,

docisjj " r or not to c t r>'"
.

' ' "i •:

.

forced into this decision,

L Lllin ,
"I; . Since flexibility existed, t. Is as a vol \

• lid not foror.no the future well enough to I
-

: actj . i h(

the need ["or additional information more than the cost of ol t« it. "

-

lelayed the decision and wont through the learning process.

"'•'..-
tl - learning process, the manager received advice from oth

on their ow riences. The manager then made t] .to

Lgs' tails. This ".as a positive decision because actio:', was

carried out this decision by waiting until the right time and then

. the tails bobbed

.

ve1 jrinarian, bulletins and circulars, knowledge previously ace

helped him to carry out ' lecision after it had aires ly \

Other stops in List '. that the manager did not uso, but would havs en

Lm, included family influence and time. If the manager ':/ It to

do ove Ln, bo would have made the s lecisions; and ho n \ Tied out

the cision in the wrong '. does not compare the cost of

gathering information against the value of the information in t Lning how

. ."ay a decision. Also, he thinks his farm records ar helpful in

decisions hich involve comparing costs.

In deali.. salesmen, the manager so i tries to cover ap his

':.... Ln order to get the best deal. However, he never creates the impress:]

':• -:. up in order to get the scot deal. On occasions he hoc r

to c! ppeared to be a pre be deal because the ot] c - ...

n r '..
: le .

z to delaj those decisions that ;• .. , if possible,

." stponin
,

lecisions, for him, is . r



,hat

loal if

;t j ar . ro to

• save back more gi] ts to mai] rd.

. .- fan . srs ' advic \ sr fc ps .'.

: ---\ . these decisions.

'.. srfect knowle 3 as to the outcome of these d Ions.



!"irst .' -

' i . . r was fac

to get c ' the pc iltry business. The r ;er ..• .. ; Fore i into thi

'

-

'

;
:: \

- s r :
'„ tc ...

' 11 Llling] . Chis S I . ] .. . .-.,

•'
: Llity did exist. The manager did nob foresee th

iake action but valued the need for additional information .

cost of obtaining it. So ho delayed his decision o.nd went bhrc y.

'

; process.

.'. - learning process, the manager received advice fro;;; hie fan

i"ie] ... I information from his count, agent. He then ..-

intermediate decision that the poultry enterprise required too much

. . . . n made the major decision to dispense with hie poultry r : sr-

This was a positive decision because action was taken to carry it out.

. . • carried out his decision by not ordering any more pullets, kept

tens for awhile, and then finally disposed of th ..

onl; -nobler that resulted was that the manager missed his w

Lch he usually used to buy groceries. This was easily solved

' " a personal check for the groceries. His county agent, farm

nt field . , bulletins and circulars from ICSU, knowledge previously

ace. ] .. id, an If Lly Lfluence were used b^ the manager to help c .-. >ut

Lsicn.

n xt decision '

. anager faced was .'
t or not tc sh .'

TJ ' as not forced into this decision, because !

Llli \. . Since flexl ility did exist, this was a

.' sion. v. nager lid not foresee the f tur ; -11 enough to tab;

. -. Z r additional : more than the cost of



ige. So ho delayed his decision and vent

. s .

g process, the manager received advice from the .

.-vice, farm management fieldman, and from his banker. He bh

~ormediatc decision that the present available labor could not do

job, He thon made the major docision to mechanize his feed system.

jitive decision because action was taken to carry the decision oat.

. decision was carried out by building an upright silo, constructing con-

crete 1 with center auger, building a feed mill, and purchasing an ai :c ratio

nloader

.

The tor received help in carrying out this decision from the

county agent, farm management fieldman, bulletins and circulars from KSU,

:s media, knowledge previously accumulated, and learning.

o last major decision the manager faced was whether or not to get beck

:he hog business. The manager was not forced into this decision, because

he was ready to make it willingly. This was a voluntary decision since

:ibility did exist. The manager did not foresee the future well enough co

take action, but he valued the need for additional information more than the

cost of obtaining it. So he delayed his decision and went through the lear .-

Dur: ie learning process, the manager received advice from ICSU

-,rsonnel, his farm management fieldman, and veterinarian. He

so visited other hog operations to learn about disease control, equipment

ventilation. n made the decision to resume his hog

a positive decision because action was taken to

it out. He carried out his docision by buying gilts, building pens i



;, build farro .

' . i
...

, ;

in carrying out this decision k .-.. i .

,
.. :

[iiis was solved by buying disease-fr reeding stock (3 .',

Lid: facilities. onager received '

] ' :arryi: i is

. from the bank, machinery lealer, feed - 1

>a] r, veterinarian, c<

C r: anag lent fieldman, bulletins and circulars from KSU,
,

;e previously accumulated, employment of resources, and learning.

-• were no other steps in List A J .t would hav been of ]

>s to them. If he had it to do over, he would

decisions ; c.rA in no instances did :e the rig] t Dcision ' irried

it out in the v.u'ong manner. :ing icision, tl : ./ . gcr does ..- ;
-'..

cent of gathering additional information against its v 1 in determin:

:."
i lela; a decision. The enterprise analysis from his farrn ?ecc

'

:; carr; ing out 1 5c: s
' is .

1

ialj with salesmen, the rru sometimes bries to cover i

l

i . rder to get '. ' deal; but he never cries to ere- im-

pre: Ion Lxed ! l he isn't in order to get the bed deal,

r til s last year w] .

'. r 'us to use cr ' "ould

' .. of tr Le, and ther •
"

' Lmes

to clo: h" t red to be a profitable ' ecause the oth r

rsighl lot ] 'cliablo.

ger postponed tl •
\ lly ce t c

Lpment. slaims hj of postponing a decision is that it

ime to tago is that if you postpone too

tc tl
' .': - out too the same tim . -efore, s back-

':.". • roul



'

•
'

-..

"

-' In t

i • scicic .

-
.

•

i
f merit fieldman,

', '
] ro ,-" ms .



•''.. •

'irst decis] r face r or not to ..

"or decision, bocau s not •

,

•

o lived on the farm, were moving to town, Lther

f cm or forget it. Since no flexibility existed, this 3 Ln-

3 r: >ion. This situation existed when the m . . r was le to

"ii formed" decision and then was forced by circumstances to ova". Late

: Lves and decide whether or not to act.

_-;r then . i the decision to buy the farm frc

ce he dec: '

3 bo act, this was a forced positive decision. He cs

out by contacting a lawyer, drawing up a contract with hij

the contract recorded. He did not face anj probl . s 1.. 2arryii

this d set sion.

In carrying out the decision, he received help from his lawyer, kne 1

ccurmlated, " lily influence, and learning.

t major decision the ger faced was w] r or not to s:

i eration. -a;, not forced into this decision because 1 c i as

it willingly. Sine ." Ability existed, t L ras a voluntary

' .. die anager did not foresee-; the future well enough to take act" ..

need for additional information more Ih n the cost of obtain:

It. So he delayed his decision .. nt through the learning process.

j the lea:-..'., process, the manager received advice and information

. ... .ocal county She
t

. and Laml Association, his farm mai .... f: Idman,

gent, and •. ... .. le the int Late decisie.. I

si:;c of 1 Is tion or get out. He then made bh

. :o expan : er 'on. This was a positive d^ei^iu..



.. l< .-'. '

. . ' • '
.

.

'

. .

• wagons to fill the silo,

. , r hi;

. rd size raised j i bher ce

'.. manager was not forced into this second; ry

. . L1 willingly. Since flex:;" 1"/' \ xis :ed,

l-j decision. Once again the manager iid not for . _ .

;h to ta : :tion but valued the need for additional information

he cost of It. So once again he de 1
; 3 sd his

irning process.

learning process, jer consulted with hi fa] . ge-

^ssibility of increasing his feed production

irrigating some of his land. He then made the intermediate decision th* .

was not feasib] . Fie then made the secondary decision not to

se it was an unfeasible proposition. This was a negative decision

so no action T.:as take;..

tg out the decision to expand, the manager was helped b; his

, •; lealer, feed dealer, count;
,
far .. " .,

rs from .'-
, ;s media, ] previously -

,

jor decision which
"

was whether to tr

i . on oi : or to rely on custom operators to do his

ot fore ' ito this decision because it
*

Lied to coi i in co

- he lacked suffic:

of , n

.



other s .

' List A that the mana ;er

ion of I i]
' :oss to them. If ho had

' :

s same decisions. I
re carri I out a k

] expanded his sheep operation but ["ail

n to another, which incr i I the in ' 20 of w<

manager has corrected this by rotating from pen tc

3c ipare the cost of gathering more information a
-

xe of additional information in determining how long he can delay ;

Lsion. r'o thinks his farm records arc helpful in carrying

ise the; r whether you are making or losing money.

manager never tries to cover up his actions in order to conf

is dealing with, and he never tries to create the impression J at

Lxed up, when he isn't, in order to confuse hat he is ling

he be Jeal. There were no times last year when he ref

ould ab] to borrow in case of trouble, a .• wer

no occasions when he refused to close -red to be a profita 1 al

• "
/.

:

was dealing with .

.' not ha\r ' sen rein able .

ager tends to postpone those decisions where the future r/
-

brighter. He thinks one advantage of postponing a decision is so that he can

next
;,

• "'s model of equipment. The disadvantage, he thinks, is that

ep worrying about decisions that must be made; whereas, if :

- alrea . is not much yen can do about them.

dsion; ger i aki s jvery year are when to sell

;-•: . In c .rrying out these decisions, h

•in dan , : : ... ...

Ls .

rer 100 ] rcent r of ... iutco! '
." hj ....



7r

Mo. 8

Th *ir r locision b] .. r faced was rh bh r or not be

lot forced into this Lon, becau.:; / to make it

Since fl xibility existed, this was a voluntar vision. I..

manager did not value the need Tor additional !.." r .

- st of oi . it, so ho went I and made - ... going

process. The manager felt that his :now] : "us con-

nough so that he ras willing ^o accept the consequ nces of srror

folic from his decision. He then mad the decision to "..

. : farm.

a positivi lee: ;ion I 2c; usi ; 1 n was taken to carr; it out.

r carried out his decision by contacting the Federal 1

nd then closing the deal.
n

. >nly prob] .. sneountered was that th

Ian b of an state which took several months ... settled. Chs

st rate was going to increase at the Federal Land ank, so nager

rchase coir leted F r bh interest rate went up.

• • Llj no waj to solve ' ' problem since th r was so much "red bar

lv '

.

is decision, bhe man; Ld help from bl federal

ank, • -..
,

n, Deployment of capital, il;
' -

.

b dec: - net r or not to build
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>EC III

TYPE 0? DECISION AND 1 HON TOR EAC

Case Study No

.

1

Involuntary Decision

Carried Out
Intermediate Decision
Learning

-x— ::

-i- +

Voluntary Decision x-xxx- xxxxxxxxx —XXX

Vol. Dec.— I!o learning

Carried Out

X

+

XX X X

+

Vol. Dec.—With learning

Carried Out
1st Intermediate Dec.
2nd Intermediate Dec.

Farm Type

Experience

Acres

Ave. Met Income

Ave . Total Investment

Ave . Change Net Worth

XXX yv"YY YYAA.

V- - Primary Decision

X - Secondary Decision

-K-0 H-\-+ -H- + +
III III I I

I

Lvstk . Grain Dairy Dairy

23 42 22

2,200 526 366

13,3^9 10,600 8,627

3^1,991 89,917 115,093

29,235 3,231 17,5;:

X - Tertiary Decision

+ - Decision Carried Out

l'-9



(C _d)

No.

'. Doc.

Crd. Oi t

Int. Dec.

Lrn .

+

L

-

Vol. Dec.

Vol . De j .—No Lrng

,

Crd. Out

X

. Dqc.— .'. Lrng.

. Oat
Isi: Int. Dec
2nd Int. Dec.

Lee

. Net Income

. Total Invest.

.
'

. forth

XXX XXX

III
I

_ —— II

Lvstk. Grn. Lvstk . Grn

.

Lvstk. Grn. Lvstk. n

4 43 26 20

1,280 632 830 720

4,427 11,962 10,483 3,26C

220,53? 56 , 5,3^9 137,626

-7,964 1,604 6,327 5,270

- >t Carried Out

1 - ate Decision

L - Lc -
.



APPENDIX III
( Continued

)

5

Case Study No, 10

Inv. Dec.

Crd. Out
Int . Doc

.

Lrn£ •

Vol. Doc. XXX

Vol. Dec—No Lrng. X X

Crd. Out +

XXX X-

+

-X -

Vol . De c .—W . Lrng

.

X X

Crd. Out + + -j- +-{.

1st Int. Dec. I I
2nd Int. Dec. I

Farm Type Lvstk. Grn. Grain Lvstk. Grn. Dairy

Ehq srience 35 26 20 23

Acres 480 896 800 320

Ave . Net Income 8,056 12,751 5,273 10,337

Ave. Total Invest. 66, 'MS 101,073 99,075 100,3^7

3. Chg. Hot Worth 15,170 9,24? 21,498 5,:



( Continued

)

Cc.se Study No. 12 13 i '
15

Inv. Dec.

. : t

Int. Dec.
Lrns

.

Vol. Dec. xxx :

:

-xxx _

Vol. Dec.—Mo Lmg.

Crd. Out

X XX

++

XX

•H-

Vol. Dec.
—

'..'. Lrn .

Crd, i Out
1st Int. Dec.
2nd Int. Dec.

?crj, type j

Expe:rience

Acre;3

Ave . Net Income

Ave. Total Invest.

Ave. Chg. Act Worth

:: x

+

Lvstk . Grn

•

19

720

12,050

130 y 805

6,6?5

+
I

Lvstk. Grn.

k

555

3,824

97,331

-103

II

Lvstk, , Grn.

4

512

8,,092

,373

9;,790

Lvstk.

21

960

5,227

104,937

^,750



. IX III
(Continued)

- -—

Case Study No

.

16 17 13 19

Inv. Doc

Crd. Out
Int. Dec.
Lrnrr .

X

+

—

X

+

x-x

T +

Vol. Dec. XXX- XX- -X- :: :-

:

Vol. Dec—No Lrng. XX

Crd. Out 0+

X

+

X

+

: :

Vol. Dec.—v7. Lrng.

Crd. Out
1st Int. Dec.
2nd Int. Dec.

X

+

X

II

Farm Type Dairy Lvstk. C-rn. Lvstk. C-rn. Lvstk. Gra.

Experience 20 33 17 ~'.

Acres 1,060 ^25 1,360 24(

Ave. Net Ir.icon:c 19,672 3,707 5,^75 9,0Z 5,37?

Ave. Total Invest. 138,353 93,^3 177,5^0 163,260 ;;. 3:

..-. i. chs. :; Worth 12,311 -337 3,573 WTL 7 ?£'
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